One of the most
thrilling holes in golf.

For more information about Moss Creek (at no
It just might be. This is the par three 15th on the
obligation) clip the coupon below or just give us a call
Devil's Elbow course at Moss Creek Plantation.•
George and Tom Fazio have designed what is perhaps at (803) 785-4488.
one of the finest golf courses anywhere. And it's just
part of a very special and very exhilarating lifestyle
Name
that is the essence of Moss Creek, a community of
Address _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
homes by The Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance
City_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Company.
We also offer some of the best recreational
State
Zip _ _ __
facilities available with none of the modern
Please mail to : Moss Creek Plantation,
inconveniences.
There are no tourists, no noise, no traffic lights
LP~~ ::_9~i~ ~~s'.::d~~9-==8~-~
here, yet the life, vitality and excitement of Hilton
• Amenity use subject to user fees.
~
Head Island is just across the bridge.
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An offering statement filed with the New Jersey Real Estate Commission neither approves the offering nor in any way passes on the merits and
value of the property. Obtain the New Jersey Public Report and Broker's Release from the registered New Jersey broker and read it before
signing anything . NJA 10529SC D A statement and offering statement has been filed with the Secretary of State of the State of New York. The
filing does not constitute approval of the sale or lease or offer for sale of lease by the Secretary of State or that the Secretary of State has in any
way passed upon the merits of such offering . A copy of the offering statement is available upon request from the Northwestern Mutual Life
Insurance Company. NYA 79-38 , IL-79-90 , OAD-79 , Ml-79-061 .

D Obtain HUD property report from developer and read it before signing anything. HUD neither approves the merits of the offering
nor the value, if any, of the property. D This offer is void in any state where prohibited by law.
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A thingPrice
0 f b eauty.

Aquatech, a presti~e pool ?uilder, P.roudly
shows a crowning achievement in pool
design. This free form, meandering
pool fits perfectly into the lush envi·
ronment offering an unusual and pleasant concept in pool design.
Whether taking a refreshing dive into the cool blue depth from the
unique board, or gazing at nature's generous setting, or enjoying the
lavish cabana only a step away, one is promised an unforgettable
aquatic experience in the Price Aquatech design.
Beauty of design. Only one of the many outstanding benefits of a Price
Aquatech Pool. Top quality construction, unparalleled service, and
uncompromised workmanship are additional features
gained in the ownership of a Price Aquatech pool.
Price Aquatech. Building more than pools ... Price iill(j~
Aquatech will build you a thing of beauty.

~-(f:frn
pools

1401 Pecan Street-Florence, South Carolina 29501-Phone: (803) 662-8733
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from behind the palmettos

Ashley

Grandfather Mountain near Linville, N .C. and Middleton Place near
Charleston are landmarks-Grandfather Mountain is claimed by geologists to be
the oldest mountain in the world, while Middleton Place continues to nurture the
oldest landscaped gardens in America. And in both places, albeit at different times,
something truly special happens: the clans gather, the bagpipes sound, the tartans
flash and the athletes once again toss the caber or the sheaf or the hammer in two
great flashes of Scottish ebullience. Thousands of South Carolinians can claim
Scottish connections, and many of those thousands have attended the summer
Highland Games at Grandfather Mountain and Middleton Place, so we thought
we'd answer their calls of "Ceud Mile Failte" (100,000 welcomes).
A few thousand people gather each year in Darlington for a celebrc :ion of a
different kind of heritage-the heritage of the gear-slapping, camshaft-s! imming,
rubber-scorching stock car driver. It happens in Darlington on Labor Day, and anyone who knows his gear shift from his accelerator knows that we mean the Southern 500, the "Granddaddy of Stock Car Racing." Franklin Ashley, our peripatetic
senior editor, is a veteran spectator at the Southern 500 and in this issue recalls his
favorite race, the 1971 edition. Prepare yourself for Ashley's verbal pyrotechnics
and dig in.
A quieter, calmer kind of enthusiasm prevails among members of the South
Carolina Chamber Orchestra, a new group dedicated to an old concept in music,
that of the small, intimate variety of music which recalls the elegance of the
Esterhazy court with Haydn in attendance as music master. Paula Manley tells us
of their spirit and their dream.
Some of our readers still find it difficult to believe that the creator of the Flimflam Man is Guy Owen, professor of English at N.C. State University and longtime editor of Southern Poetry Review. We here state it again: Owen created the
character and wrote the stories from which the movie The Ballad of the Flim-Flam
Man, starring George C. Scott, was made. And we're just overjoyed to stateagain-that another tale of Guy Owen's inimitable old rogue appears in this issuethis time, "The Flim-Flam Man and the Treasure Caper."

Owen

Cover: It's an old instrument, the
bagpipes, with a sound as pure
and as strange as the craggy highlands or bottomless lochs of Scotland, but there are still new generations eager to master the pipes.
Photo courtesy S.C. Department
of Parks, Recreation and Tourism.
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At Pioneer Fence Company. we
want you to save and protect...

"Z.

With economical and
functional chain link from
Pioneer, you can save money
and protect what is yours. It's
the best investment you can
make. Ask about our installment payment program. Call
us .. .we've got it.

Columbia
Charleston
Greenville

356-4565
797-5020
242-5786

readers'
coinITients
What Ideas, opinions and comments do you have about this
iaaue of your magazine? We're anxious to hear what you think,
.to this column is all yours -

please drop us a line.

Baseball and Newsmen
Found the Hampton and Thompson profiles quite interesting, as well as
Mr. Thompson's own profile of "Shoeless Joe" Jackson. There's always a romance around the old-time newshounds who chased ambulances and
I knew the great names of the past.
The Black Sox Scandal of 1919
was something I had heard about from
my father, but never knew anything
about. Thanks for enlightening me on
this piece of Americana.
Hugh Dayton,
Asheville, N. C.
"Shoeless Joe" has been
vindicated-at long last.
Harold Jackson,
Greenville

Iodine Content
Regarding "Farming the Wonderful Iodine State," the spread looks great
and the byline for the traveling exhibition program is wonderful. I feel confident that response to the article will be
very positive. Thank you very much for
your time and efforts on our behalf.
Hedy Hartman,
Museum Liaison,
S.C. Museum Commission,
Columbia

Your readers may be interested to
know why, in the photo on page 29 of
your June issue ("Farming the Wonderful Iodine State") the asparagus is packed with room to spare in the boxes.
That is because we used to pack the
spears with their cut ends in mossasparagus actually grows after it is
packed!
C.D. Thompson,
Columbia
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The Home State
Am glad to see that Sandlapper is
finally going out into the communities of
South Carolina and reminding me of
what a special place my home state is. I
refer especially to the Georgetown and
Camden stories and the story on outdoor murals in the June issue.
Mary Lee Wellborn,
Jacksonville, Fla.

Goin' to Jackson
Would you mail a copy of the June
issue of Sandlapper to us? I am interested in the article about the painting of
scenes on walls that has been done on
several cities in South Carolina.
Donna Hawkins,
Director-Downtown Development
Jackson Area Chamber of Commerce
Jackson, Tenn.

Deal's Confessions
Billy Deal's story on coaching little
league baseball was a scream. Anyone
who has coached, or anyone who has
had a son in baseball, should sympathize with Mr. Deal's troubles, especially on trying to explain the infield fly rule
to ten-year-olds.
Joe Stanley,
Augusta, Ga.

Clothes for the
gentle woman
at Z. Whitten.

I

For a South Carolina AUu.mm,
choice is milled cotton. A shirt and
skirt with the look of fine flannel,
but the light softness of all cotton.
Cesarani's rich plaids and solids
work as dresses or super separates.
Here the champagne plaid is
layered over a creme blouse and
polished off with a poodle coat.
Put together for you
at the woman's shop.

I don't read sports pages, I don't
follow any sort of athletics at all. I haven't
watched a baseball game since the
broadcasting days of Dizzy Dean and
Pee Wee Reese. Yet I have read with
great interest your stories on "Shoeless
Joe" Jackson and "Confessions of a
Little League Coach" and found them
interesting and, in the case of Mr. Deal's
story, fun. These are examples of the
kind of sports writing which those of us
who don't care for statistics enjoy.
Elaine Forbes,
Columbia
The Deal story on little league baseball was great-but what kind of season
did the team have? Sports nuts gotta
know things like that.
Heyward Trewes,
Washington, D.C.
Since you asked, Deal's team finished 5
and 15 this year. "But we had a lot of
fun," Coach Deal says.
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Byrnes Remembered

Just getting around to thanking
Sandlapper and Dr. George Curry for
the appropriate, well-done story on
James F. Byrnes. Jimmy was a man I always admired. Now it's time for a new
generation to know his story.
Arthur D. Wilkes,
Raleigh, N. C.

Plan your
next party around
our over 100 domestic
and imported cheeses,
gourmet foods,
country hams, bacon
and naturally smoked
summer sausage.
Also visit our wine room
Located in the original Hammock Shop
Route 17, Pawleys Island, S.C.
237-9122

-

Books

... a great tasting store!

YOUR WAY."
DODGE ST. REGIS
4 Door Sedan
60/ 40 bench cloth seats, reclining, automatic transmission, 318 V-8 engine, air
conditioning, speed control, AM-FM radio, vinyl roof. Stock #7176.
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Erratum

On the photo of the ruins of
Millwood Plantation (pages 42-43) of
the April issue, we failed to note that the
photo was taken by Russell Maxey, a
Columbia resident currently compiling
his work into a book tentatively titled
Fifty Years of Photographing Columbia.
We apologize for our oversight.

Tax

I like books about the South and
South Carolina, so I always read your
bookshelf page. But you never mention
where the books can be bought.
Gloria Haynes,
Columbia
We got out of the book publishing
and book selling business several years
ago in order to concentrate our efforts
on Sandlapper magazine. The books
we review are available in most fine
bookstores across the state. You may
wish to order through your local bookseller, or write the publisher direct.

George Stout's two-part series on
publishing a book was most helpful. Although the book I am planning is not
genealogical or historical, I have a better
idea of what goes into publishing material.
Thelma Davis,
Hialeah, Fla.

Was $8366.20
OVER 100 CARS & TRUCKS IN STOCK AT DISCOUNT PRICES

see TIE DEALMAK1n" MAil at ...

AddyDadg@
We never met a deal we couldn't beat
521 Columbia Ave., Lexington
359-2501
6

Please send me another copy of
your April issue, the one with the dancers on the cover. My 12-year-old niece,
an aspiring dancer, visiting from Amarillo, Texas, recently was so enchanted
by the cover that she took the magazine.
Her parents tell me she's framed the
cover.
Mrs. C. Frank Myers,
Florence

Sandlapper

at home and on the go with sandlaRper
Take It Where You Find It
Once, in botany class, a student asked
the professor if moss really grew on the
north side of trees. The doting old prof
thought a moment and responded,
"Son, just take it where you find it." This
is the philosophy I have learned to adopt
as a professional genealogist. Any source
which will give the desired information is
all right in the beginning. Evaluation
comes later. I have found that some of
the finest genealogical information
comes from the unlikeliest sources. With
this in mind, I'd like to tell you this month
about genealogical periodicals. We've
already talked about surname periodicals in the June, 1977 issue. Now let's
examine regional periodicals genealogical paperback affairs, usually
issued quarterly by historical societies
and other organizations, and typically
containing family histories, census,
courthouse, military, Bible, cemetery,
newspaper - a really endless variety of
record groupings, plus book reviews and
queries. I'm only going to name a few
good periodicals, and mention some particularly interesting things I've found in
issues chosen completely at random. As
for other periodicals, check them out on
your own. Periodicals from all over the
country will be found in your state library.
l. Family Findings, Published by MidWest Tennessee Genealogical Society,
P. 0. Box 3343, Jackson, Tenn. 38301,
quarterly.
Volume IX, Number 1 of this magazine, has an article on questionnaires
sent to all veterans of the Civil War in
Tennessee in 1914-1915, and up to
1920. They're housed in the manuscript
section of the Tennessee State Archives
in Nashville. The questionnaire, containing 46 questions, includes the following
and much more information asked of the
veteran: name, address, age, state and
county of birth, name of company, Confederate or Federal soldier, occupation
of father, full name of father, father's
birthplace, particulars concerning father,
maiden name of mother, her parentage,
remarks on the soldier's ancestry,
whether parents owned slaves, how
much land owned, value of parent's

property, type house, boyhood activities, father's occupation, first battle
soldier was engaged in, kind of school
attended, soldier's experiences in the
war, where discharged, sketch of soldier's life since close of war, members of
soldier's company, addresses of living
veterans of Civil War soldier can remember whether they were in the soldier's company or lived in Tennessee or
other states.
Now, let's look at this. What do we
care about Tennessee Civil War soldiers
in solving a South Carolina genealogical
problem? If a man who fought in the Civil
War was living in 1915 he was born from
about 1830 (maybe earlier) to about
1845, then his father was born from
about 1797 to about 1812, and his
grandfather may have been a Revolutionary soldier. Since Tennessee was not
created until after the Revolution, that
Revolutionary service would have to be
in another state. The chances are that the
Civil War soldier's father was born in
another state, and his grandfather almost
certainly was. The Civil War soldier will
probably tell us about his ancestry in Virginia or some other state, and if your
South Carolina ancestors had relations
who went to Tennessee, a Tennessee
soldier from the family may supply you
with vital information on your background via the aforementioned questionnaire.
2. The Arkansas Family Historian, Arkansas Genealogical Society, Inc. 1200
A St., Little Rock, Ark. 72205
In reviewing Volume I, October, 1975,
I found these South Carolina names
mentioned in the query section: McKenzie, Dickey, Fee, Butler, Jeffus, Lamley,
Lindsay, Rogers, Foster, LeMaster,
Ward, Coleman, Simpson, Rayburn,
Nixon, Terrell, Janes, Chappell, Gant.
Individuals are waiting to trade information on these names.
3. North Carolina Genealogy. (Out of
print.) published biannually. back issues
available from William Perry Johnson,
P. 0. Box 1770, Raleigh, N. C.. 27602.
See For Your Information - this column.
4. The Prairie Gleaner. West Central
Missouri Genealogical Society and Library, Inc. Warrensburg, Mo., quarterly.
Volume 8, Number 1, Dec. 1976 has
an article on the Cole Family History,
and the usual articles, queries and
abstracts.

5. Watauga Association of Genealogists
Bulletin. Sherrod Library, Room 301,
East Tennessee State University,
Johnson City, Tenn. 37601
Volume 1, Number 2 - Summer/
Fall, 1972, page 91 includes an abstract
of "Montgomery Co. Va. Taxables 1787 - Those Who Moved Away."
Names from this list of persons who
moved to South Carolina include: Daniel
Britt, James Maxwell and John Smith
(son of David Smith). Others moved to
Washington, Georgia, and Kentucky.
From this same issue, queries with South
Carolina connections included these
names: Lett, Glascock, Forrester,
Broom, Powell, Ragsdale, Banks,
Majoribanks, Murdouch, Robinson,
Mathis, Ro(w)e, Coleman, Cherry,
Leach, Hyatt, Horn, Culp, Kolb, Killiam,
Hager, Bolick, Cline, Reed, DuBose.
6. Genealogical Aids Bulletin of the
Miami Valley Genealogical Society.
P. 0. Box 1364, Dayton, Ohio 45401
Volume VI, Number 3, Winter, 1977,
query section mentions these South
Carolina names: Love, Moore, Ward,
and Clark.
7. The Ridge Runners. P. 0. Box 1687,
Rifle, Colo. 81650
Volume VIII, 1976 includes (as in all
issues of the magazine), genealogy from
Virginia, North Carolina, Kentucky,
Tennessee, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri
and Arkansas.
These South Carolina connections are
in the query section: Doughty, Stokes,
Forehand, Nichols, Edmondson, Cox,
Mason, Prince, Keese, Campbell,
Parker, Weakley, Jones, Colvin (Calvin),
Locke, Kirk, McMurray, McCoy, Chambers, Heinitsh, Smith, Henry, Ballard,
Gentry.
8. Dusty Trails, quarterly. 3813 Cashion
Place, Oklahoma City, Okla. 73112.
Volume I, February, 1977, Number 1,
among the usual findings, has a section
on the Copeland Genealogy. From page
37, we find a copy of "Choctaw Nation:
County of Boktook, Census read 8 August, 1860 ... " Individuals in this census
shown as born in South Carolina are:
I. M. Skelton, John Mullins, Adellar
Holmes, Jesse R. Witt, William Stringfellow, G. W. West, V. B. Timms and
Malachi Porter.
9. Austin Genealogical Society, P. 0.
Box 774, Austin, Tex. 78787, quarterly.
Volume XVII, Number 4, December
1976, gives a "List of ... officers and
(Please turn to page 55)
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have been asked many questions
about pest control; well, it is a continuous task to keep abreast of all
the pesticides that are being recommended or restricted today.
All chemicals are toxic if they are
not used properly, but very effective in
controlling pests if used properly. As
never before, we must pay more
attention to the kind and amount of
every material we use. A leading chemical company representative said it
costs his company approximately $8
million to put a label on a pesticide container. The label is there for the purpose
of assuring good results and for the protection of the manufacturer, but above
all it is for the protection of the one who
is using the material.

I

Read the Label
Before opening the container of a
pesticide, be sure to read the label and
follow all instructions. It takes many
years of research on a material before it
is put on the market, so, read the label
as a personal message to you, the user.
Many people will say that beautiful
flowers , fruits and vegetables can be
produced without the use of any pesticide, and even though I know from experience this cannot be done altogether, I am the first to say many gardeners
have been using more than is
recommended, and in many cases using
them when not necessary. Many things
can be done to keep down certain insects, and even diseases, but as yet I'm
not saying we can produce all the food
and fiber necessary without the use of
pesticides. This can be said of our gardens too.
Some of the greatest people I have
ever known are the representatives of
chemical companies. You probably
have one in your neighborhood. If you
do, talk to him (or her) about the work
they are doing to protect the population and, at the same time, make it possible for you to enjoy the beauty of your
local garden.
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by Bob Bailey
Protecting Your Plants
the Natural Way
Now that I have discussed the use
of pesticides, let me suggest some things
you may try in your own backyard.
Have you ever considered domesticating a toad frog? Mama used to say,
"Don't kill that toad; for if you do the
well will go dry." Though hardly suitable
as a household pet, a toad is a useful
resident in the garden. It will eat an estimated 10,000 insects during a normal
growing season. This is a small reduction in the pest population of a garden,
but it is 10,000 fewer champers and
suckers at work on your foliage ,
flowers, fruits and vegetables.
Only a few years ago, the idea of
keeping a few toads would have seemed
a slow way to check injurious insects.
After all, you could kill far more marauders with a single spraying. But as government agencies have increasingly
restricted the use of chemicals to protect the total environment, you have
been forced to seek alternatives. Fortunately, nature, with a little help from
man and science, possesses an array of
defenses against both pest and diseases.
Some of these involve nothing more
than good gardening practices that
strengthen plants and weaken their enemies. Researchers are constantly reinforcing these efforts by developing
disease- and pest-resistant strains of
plants and by improving understanding
of the way nature itself works. Some
new thrusts in this battle against pests,
such as the use of irradiation to destroy
their breeding capacity , border on

science fiction and are outside your
capability. But, some checks call for
minor mechanical skills in the construction of barriers, traps, and lures to keep
the intruders away from prized plants.
Experimenting with various combinations of resistant plants, mechanical
barricades and beneficial insects and
animals can help protect your garden
the natural way so you can use toxic
chemicals in a limited and well-managed
manner.
Good prevention practices are
worth a score or more of even the hungriest toads. These include those dayby-day and year-by-year practices that
promote healthy well-nourished plants
and soil. In fact, you perform these
tasks for the sake of a good crop without ever being aware that these efforts
also give protection against insects and
diseases.
For example, at some point between growing seasons you must see
that the soil you intend to plant gets a
good deep spading. You know that the
soil being turned over to the depth of
the spading fork helps increase the air
supply underground, thus contributing
to the development of a strong deep
root system. This spading also improves
the structure of the soil and, if organic
matter is added, it raises the level of soil
nutrients. Last but not least, proper tillage destroys many insects, like grasshoppers, that winter in the ground.
Ground Covers
It seems more and more people are
saying they want little or no grass. They
seem to think that mowing takes too
much time, and the management problem becomes quite a challenge. This
may be true, but we should think of the
alternatives before making this decision.
For example, if you have no trees it will
take more time to keep grass from growing than it will to keep it mowed. The
answer might be to get a large riding
mower to make grass mowing easier
and quicker.
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Same courteous,
professional people.
Same outstanding
Norelco
didation products.
Sameprompt1
efficient service.
The only thing
we changed
is the name.
Now we're Word Power, Inc. (We used to be the Cooper
D. Cass Co.) Apart from that nothing's changed. We're
still the authorized distributorthroughout North and South
Carolina for Norelco Dictation Systems ... where the
bright new ideas in dictation come from. We still have
the same courteous, professional people looking after
you. And you'll still getthe same prompt efficient service
every time you call. So, the one thing we've changed is
the one thing that won't make any difference to you.
Call us and see.

Word Pol'l'er Inc.
Complete Dictation Service
For The Carolinas
Columbia

Charleston

Greenville

256-7227

776-8381

277-4262

Charlotte, N.C.
High Point, N.C.

Gastonia, N.C.
Raleigh, N.C.

Greensboro, N.C.
Asheville, N.C.

Florence
669-0383
Hickory, N.C.
Winston-Salem, N.C.
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Perwinkle
To save mowing, many people
want large areas planted in ground covers such as creeping juniper or periwinkle. However, when they see sunny
areas where bermuda grass has grown
over the top of junipers they quickly
change their minds.
On the other hand, ground covers
and small bricked areas may be the
answer if you have lots of shade. In
dense shade, grass and weeds will not
be a problem. If you do not have necessary shade and want to use ground covers, trees can be planted in grassy areas.
In a few years, especially with pines,
there will be shade and you can plant
ground covers or leave the area natural.
It is always easier to work with nature
than it is to fight it.
Ground covers are good and
should be used whenever possible. Let
me suggest some good ground covers
for your consideration.
Ajuga: This plant offers a rosette
type of growth to five inches high,
produces small blue flowers in April and
has bronze purple foliage. The Bugleflower (Ajuga) does best in shade.
Mondo: This is a clump-forming
grass-like plant that grows six to ten
inches high with narrow leaves that
grow well in shade. It is resistant to
drought and cold and protects the soil
against erosion. It is almost maintenance-free once you get it established.
Snakebeard (Mondo) offers an excellent cover for large or small areas, and it
is especially useful under trees.
Junipers: The low spreading junipers such as Andorra, Bar Harbor,
Shore, Blue Rug and Sargent make good
ground covers for sunny areas.
Japanese Spurge: This is a plant
that is low spreading, with a dark green
foliage that grows about eight inches
high. It does best in shade and on heavy
soils.
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Periwinkle: Periwinkle is a common, non-climbing vine with roots at
every node. It has dark green leaves
about one inch long which hold its color
throughout the winter months. Small
blue flowers are borne in March and
April. This ground cover does best in
shade but will tolerate some sun.
Euonymus: This plant has a vinelike habit of growth and climbs by
means of aerial roots. There are several
varieties of this species differing in size,
shape, and color of leaves. It will grow in
sun or light shade.
English Ivy: English ivy will climb
on solid surfaces by means of aerial
roots. It grows very fast, once established. There are lots of small-leaved forms
available. The variegated foliage types
are used in nursery and florist trades.
Ivy will do best in shade.
Evergreen Candytuft: It is a small
plant that grows to about one foot high.
The plant is covered with white flowers
for several weeks beginning in late
March. The plant should be sheared
after the flowering period. Candytuft
grows best in full sun.
The One-Hour Sunburn
Did you know that plants sunburn
just like people?
Putting an indoor plant out in full
August sun for even an hour may
severely burn it. The damage (bleached
looking leaves that eventually fall off)
doesn't show up for several days, but
then it's too late.
It's a good idea to take indoor
plants outside for a monthly washing
and thorough soaking to clean off dust
and cobwebs, and to leach harmful salts
out of the soil. During the heat of summer, however, be sure to do this in the
shade.
House Plants Come Back
From Camp
Those of you that let your plants go
to camp this summer, are proud now.
They look so much better because they
enjoyed the great out-of-doors.
Plants placed outside during the
summer may have experienced rapid
growth in the higher light and humidity
they found while they were away from
home. If they have, they may be ready
for repotting in larger containers. After
you repot, give plants a good bath to
remove dust from the foliage, and a final
spraying for pest control; both jobs
come off much easier outdoors where
spills and splashes don't matter.

Ajuga
Keep Faded Flowers Picked Off
It is always a good practice to remove faded flowers from garden plants.
You will get more blooms, keep plants
from going to seed, and make your garden look much neater.
You can nip faded flowers off roses
and many annual and perennials with
your thumb and index finger. Others
such as shasta daisies and gladiolus
have flower stalks that should be cut
with shears.
Crepe Myrtle
I'm sure you have heard me say,
"Every home should have a Crepe Myrtle." It is a plant that is easy to grow and
usually fits into your landscaping program. If you want a good summer
bloomer, here it is.
Now, look what is happening to
this great plant. In the last few years the
crepe myrtle has occupied the attention
of the plant breeders at the National Arboretum. Their new introductions are
now available. You may find your local
nursery does not have them in stock,
but I've found they can order them for
you. These are specially hybridized varieties having proven hardiness and mildew resistance.
All are vigorous; growing with rich
green foliage on medium sized plants. A
few are listed below:
-Catawba, compact growth, dark
purple blooms.
-Cherokee, open, spreading habit, bright rich red blooms.
-Potomic, strong upright growth
with medium pink flowers.
-Seminole, upright spreading
habit, clear, showing medium pink
blooms.

Bob Bailey is our gardening editor.
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In the eleventh century, Malcolm Canmore, King of Scot land,
organized the first games to help him choose his chieftains.
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heSkirl
ofthePipe8
From the Mountain to the Shore
hen the banners of MacRae, Sutherland, Campbell, MacDonald or
Cameron stab into the strong blue
sky and the holy-terror wail of the pipes
joins the throaty sting of the drums to
throw lightning and thunder on a clear
clean day-who can be still and not remember the ancient glories of Scotland,
the mother country of so many people
who grappled the elements and shot,
shouted and sang their way into the
Carolinas?
Clan gatherings and highland
games have been important to the Scots
since the eleventh century, when chieftains used .competition to identify their
strongest and most agile men for leadership positions. At Grandfather Mountain near Linville, N.C., and in Charleston's Middleton Place, the tradition, its
purpose only slightly altered by twentieth-century sensibilities, edges on.
Some 20,000 people gathered a
scant few weeks ago on Grandfather
Mountain for what is claimed to be one
of the largest Highland Games events in
the world, even eclipsing in numbers
the Games held in Scotland. Such timehonored Scottish events as tossing the
clachneart, sheaf and caber; Highland
wrestling; the tug of war between the
Clans; and the kilted mile were complemented by AAU-sanctioned 100-, 220and 440-yard dashes; the 880-yard, one-
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mile and two-mile runs; the pole vault,
long jump and high jump and the26-mile
Mountain Marathon. Less athletic agilities prevailed in the Highland dancing,
piping and drumming competitions.
Representatives of over 100 Scottish clans roamed the mountainsides
among the rocks, the trees, the strolling
pipers, trading tales and sharing memories.
There may be a different geography at Middleton Place but intent is the
same. On September 15 the eighth annual Scottish Games take place on the
grounds of Arthur Middleton's Low
Country estate. Sponsored by the Scottish Society of Charleston, the games
will bring together contestants from
throughout the United States and Canada to contend for honors in piping,
dancing, drumming and athletics. The
massed bands of visiting pipers and
drummers will gather on the lawn before
the remains of the mansino at 11 a.m.
and 4 p.m.
Like the Scots who roamed and
settled in the Carolina mountains, the
Scots of Charleston are heirs to a long
and proud heritage, symbolized in stone
by First Scots Presbyterian Church,
where each year the Kirking of the Tartans recalls the Scottish dedication to
his faith and his heritage.
At Middleton Place, among the old-

est landscaped gardens in America, on
the terrace overlooking the Ashley River, the serenity of the pre-Revolution
will shatter under the cheers for cabertossers and the bands breaking into the
fine old marches like "Glendaruel Highlanders" or "Hielan 'Laddie ." Lithe
youngsters step through the Highland
Fling and sword dance and the lilt as
drummers go through their cadences
and individual piping contestants sound
off "Pipe Major Joe Wilson" or "Lady
Madelina Sinclair." Tartan plaids flash
through the surrounding green and the
purveyors of bridies and meat pies do a
brisk business.
A visitor to a recent session of the
Scottish Games at Middleton watched
all the Highlands ebullience as he sipped
a Coke. His one encounter with piping
in any form was his dim memory of a
Charlton Heston/ Yul Brynner movie,
The Buccanneer, which included a Hollywood re-enactment of the British
charge against Andrew Jackson's irregulars in the Battle of New Orleans. As a
child, he had watched the soldiers
march through a misty gloom and fall in
a hail of bullets-all to the skirl of the
pipes.
"Now I see how they could do it,"
he said, recalling the scene. "That sound
could lead you into doing anything."
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HIGHLAND or CUMBERLAND WRESTLING
Cumberland wrestling is unusual in that it is simple, but
requires great strength. One arm of each contestant is
crossed over the shoulder of his opponent, and the other
arm is passed under the opposite arm in order to clasp the
hands at the back. The object is to throw the opponent to
the ground. The athlete throwing his opponent two of three
falls is the winner. If at any time during the match arms slip
over the head, not accompanied by a broken hand clasp,
the match is restarted and this does not constitute a fall. If a
hand clasp is broken, a fall is forfeited. The advantages of
proficiency in this sport should be obvious.

TUG O'WAR
In the days when only wind powered ships sailed the
oceans of the world, the "Man of War" was the proudest
ship afloat. It took several crews, or watches as they were
known, to sail a Man of War-and shipboard life being
notoriously dull on long voyages, the men enjoyed fierce
competition among themselves. It was not unusual when
the wind was steady and the seas calm, to hear a sailor boast
that his watch could heave a line and hoist the mainsail or
top gallant better and faster than any watch on any ship on
the seas, knowing full well that his boast would not go unchallenged, and that, doubtless, a contest would emerge. In
time, the contest became a competition between two teams
pulling against each other using a length of the ship's line.
The team able to overcome the power of the other, and pull
it off balance to the deck won the contest.
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WEIGHT TOSS AND WEIGHT THROW
These two events are normally combined into a three
part competition using two metal weights, one of 28 pounds,
the other 56. The 28-pound weight is thrown for distance.
The 56-pound weight is tossed for height as well as distance.
The weights are traditionally block- or bell-shaped, with a
curved or angular grip on a short chain. Scores are established on the "best of three" system. Timing, speed and
strength are keys to success in the event. Here again, the
martial origins are obvious. The kilted or skin-clad warrior
able to throw the heaviest weight the farthest would be the
most likely to succeed in battle and return to hearth and
home fit to provide for his wife and bairns.
HAMMER THROW
The hammer throw became popular in the Scottish
Highlands as a pastime among young men who gathered in
the late afternoon at the local blacksmith shop. There, the
smith's long-handled 22-plus-pound hammer was thrown to
prove one's strength and agility. The official weight of the
present day hammer is 22 pounds. The contestant is given
three throws, and is scored on the greatest distance achieved. A foul is judged, causing the athlete to lose a throw, if at
any time any part of his body moves forward of the toe
board.
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TOSSING THE SHEAF
In this contest, a 16-pound sheaf of hay, enclosed in a
burlap bag, is tossed by pitch fork over a free swing
horizontal bar. The athletes have three opportunities to
toss the sheaf at each height of the bar, which is raised at
six-inch intervals until all contestants but one are eliminated. This event obviously began in the fields of Scotland,
where brawny young lads had enough energy to engage in
games of skill and strength after a long day of toil.
PUTTING THE STONE or STONE TOSS
This event, known in Gaelic as Clachneart, is another
test of strength and coordination, common to Scottish
games. Thought to be related to, if not derived from, the
ancient "stone of strength," the manly art has a history as
old as Scotland itself. The stone weighs 16 pounds, is 7%
inches in diameter, and is thrown much like the modern day
shot put. There are several putting techniques in use today,
but all require a precise coordinated uncoiling of the legs,
body and arm into a final thrust to achieve the maximum distance. Each contestant is allowed three throws for distance;
if he touches the ground in front of the foul board, that try is
recorded as foul and not measured for distance. Judging is
on the longest of three throws only.
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TOSSING THE CABER
The origin of this most traditional of Scottish athletic
events is somewhat obscure, even though records of its existence ("ye tossing of ye bar") date back to the sixteenth
century. This event, like so many athletic events, may well
have begun as a military discipline developed to breach fortifications and barriers. The modern caber toss has a much
more peaceful purpose. It measures strength, accuracy and

skill. The object of the contest is to toss the 100- to 120pound, 18- to 19-foot-long caber end-over-end so that it
lands with the bottom, or small end, pointing directly away
from the contestant. The athlete with the straightest toss is
the winner. Distance has no bearing on the outcome of the
event at all. Contestants have three tries to toss the caber,
and all tosses are scored.

"From scenes like these, old Scotia's grandeur springs."
-Robert Burns

SOUTHERN 500
A crash through the center of reason
by Franklin Ashley

.

•
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Most serious followers of sports
have a favorite something: a favorite
Superbowl, a favorite World Series, a
favorite Masters Tournament. Senior
Editor Franklin Ashley has a favorite
Southern 500, the 1971 race, won by
Bobby Allison driving 131.398 mph in a
Mercury. But it wasn't just the race.
What makes it a favorite in Ashley's
mind are all the things about the race:
Fred Lorenzen's smash-up in the time
trials, Pete Hamilton's leonine pertinacity, the girls, the redneckflamboyantwell, we'll just let Ashley tell you about
it ... .

et's say you had a long weekend to
know the old and the new South.
Then you would have to wind up
on Highway 401. You would bounce
free on a Wednesday afternoon. There
would be little traffic-and while you listened to "Blessed Redeemer" on WDAR,
the Darlington radio station, you would
run down the list:

L

Bobby Allison 12
for Holman-Moody
Mercury
Richard Petty 43
for Petty Enterprises
Electric Blue Plymouth
Buddy Baker 11
for Petty
Dodge
Bobby Isaac 71
for K & K Insurance
Dodge
Dave Pearson 17
for Ray Nichols and C & B
Enterprises
Pontiac
Pete Hamilton 6
for Cotton Owens-American
Brakeblok
Plymouth
Fred Lorenzen 21
for Wood Brothers
Mercury
Charlie Glotzbach 3
for Junior Johnson
Chevrolet

Were these the templar knights?
The pardoners? Perhaps. But for certain, they would pull it all together-the
axis of the scene. Horses in rubber and
steel. If you leave on Wednesday you
can be there as the generator takes its
form, as the current seeks its level-for
the track is a circuit of the mobile scene;
the grandest, the most frenetic, the
most sexual, the most political, the
most religious.
On the eighth day, God created a
race and saw that it was
Darlington
Even if you get to Darlington on
Wednesday, you have missed something. Jud Williams checks tickets and
he saw it, but first he had to ask a few
questions before he could tell us.
"Where you boys going?"
"We just want to look at the track,"
Don says. Don is from the Piedmont
section of South Carolina, which means
that he is a guts-on-the-floor racing fan.
"Nobody out there."
"Right, but we just need to see
what's happening. Just to get a look."
"Okay, but ain't supposed to let
you boys in," Jud says through his sunburned eyelids.
"We'll be okay."
It is 6 o'clock and the track seems
cool. It is a two-groove track, meaning
that two cars can ride side-by-side even
on the curves.
"This is one of the hardest tracks
to drive in the country," says Don.
"Why's that?"
"Well, you got to fight it all the
way." It was true. The legendary Richard Petty once said: "At Darlington you
race against the track first, and if there's
anybody else around, then you race
them."
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We stand on the slick tar and feel
the power that has passed. There is no
one on the infield but the guard who
watches over the pit area. In a minute
Jud comes out on the track.
"I'm closing it down."
Don looks at the tar. "Guess we
better be going."
"Less you wanta climb the fence.
But Bill Kiser himself told me to lock up."
Bill Kiser is the P.R. man for the Darlington Raceway, but unlike other representatives of his class, his powers reach
into policy itself-like closing down and
things like that.
"They laid out some rubber today,"
Don says.
"Yep," Jud comes closer because
he has seen it. "I'll tell you one thing," he
squints. "Bobby almost lost it today.
Near this first turn."
"Was he getting it?" Don helps.
"I thought he was gone."
"How were they moving?" I asked.
"Pretty good." Jud moves closer.
"But I'll tell you something else." All this
time Jud's voice is dropping, we are sliding down his words, trying to concentrate, trying to get the secret. "The one
to watch-" Now, Jud stops. His voice
is almost a whisper. We are all closed in
around him, with a few of us fingering
sprayed out automobile parts we'd
picked up off the track. "The one to
watch is that Chevrolet."
Nobody says anything. Don is playing with a bent piece of steel and I'm
looking at the ground as hard as I can.
And soon we are nodding.
Now Chargin' Charlie Glotzbach
thinks Jud might be right. "I feel I'm the
fastest out there. We moving good."
Charlie has a big open face and could be
a tobacco salesman if you didn't look
twice.
"The time trials are tomorrow.
Does it bother you?"
"Not me. I'm going to sleep right
now."
"No pressure?"
"I get out there. It could happen to
you, but I keep driving."
It almost happens to Charlie the
next morning. Fred Lorenzen was taking some practice laps before qualifying.
Freddie was pushing it because he'd
taken over the Wood Brothers carsince Donnie Allison was racing for
USAC in California. Now the way we
heard it, Freddie was dissatisfied with
Andy Granatelli's STP car so he got a
new ride for this race with the Wood
Brothers, probably the best pit crew in
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racing. Don claims that they average 17
seconds a pit stop. "They practice like a
basketball team," he says.
So Charlie is waiting, almost ready
to go out. Freddie has been having
some trouble holding it "steady," but
after he circles several times Ke begins
to let it out, because a perfect FreddieWood mixture could produce a Lorenzen victory after several busts with the
STP gang. As Freddie rounds the
fourth turn with Charlie roaring in the
pits, he clips the wall and it's a straight
shot at 160-right into the pit wall as
Freddie flips up and sends the concrete
spinning on the Goodyear shed and
"that Chevrolet," setting some of the
boys to climbing the infield fence.
"It's Freddie," the man with the flag
shouts and the people in the grandstand
charge to the fence. Christmas is h~re
for them.
But the boys in the pits are worried
about Freddie. The first fellow to get to
the car backs off when he sees blood
pumping out of Freddie's mouth. Now
when a big Goodyear boy sees this, he
grabs Freddie's head and shouts to the
reluctant Samaritan, "You son-bitch, I
hope I'm there when you hit the wall,
'cause I'm gone let you lie there."

"Bear grease." He takes a bite of
his hamburger. "Bear grease is out
there."
"Why don't they do something
about it?"
Charlie drinks half his Coke.
"Makes it more exciting."
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Meanwhile, the crowd is bombedout. For them, Bo, it's even better if it's
somebody well-known. Jud opens the
big gate and the rescue squad takes
Freddie through, leaving rumors and
rubble and concrete and cameras
behind.
"Now, I'll tell you. This damn track,"
the Goodyear boy shakes his head. "It
was supposed to have rosin on it. Some
of the boys are mad as hell." Now nobody's really actually saying it. Maybe
Charlie is closest-he doesn't like all
those chemicals on the track.

There is a special style to approaching catastrophe. Disaster and death at
Darlington are pushed back by procedure-the tenacious examinatino of the
wreckage, the repair of the walls, the
packaging of "ifs," "ands" and "buts,"
the nailing down of rumors and the appearance of food-watermelon, fatburgers, "Co-Colas" and beer. An immediate return to steel and food and fixing can bring Freddie around.
"Like I say, it don't bother me," says
Richard Petty, leaning on the electric
blue Petty Enterprises Plymouth. "I feel

Sandlapper

for him 'cause I been there, but I feel for
myself too. I was there two years ago.
So you can't let it get you." As opposed
to just folks, Richard doesn't need to
stand anymore, he leans. The decals on
his car scream their role in the "making
of a champion." Best of all is "HookerHeaders." Richard's got that and Pepsi
going for him so he leans into the side of
power. "I admit now-I admit it messes
up some people's minds, but you can't
let that get on you, 'cause you end up
worst-just like in football or anything."

Pete Hamilton, No. 6, American
Brakeblok-shiney beige jumpsuitsitting on yellow rail, down at the pittime trials are here. Qualifying sets position, money, power, cameras. Flocks of
Bo-girls coat the infield. We're a little
late because of Freddie's wreck, but
Freddie, according to the rescue squad
captain, "Don't have anything wrong
with him but a broke ankle and lacerations of the face."
Hamilton is the only Yankee with a
"ride." (By "ride," Bo, I'm talking about a
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"They
practice
like a
basketball
team."
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Richard has got on dark, dark
glasses and is a new Superstar. Even in
the North people know about Richard
Petty. "One thing you got to remember
is that if you think about getting hurt,
you quit thinking about racing and when
I'm out there, that's all."
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hard-stomping big company sponsor
under the seat.) Even so, Pete gets along
with all the boys 'cause he's hell to pay
on the track. Why, last week at Talledega, Pete tried to notch a groove where
there wasn't one-where Richard Petty
and Bobby Allison were having it out for
first place. Richard got pushed out of
the race. "Not because of him," Petty
said. Pete is not afraid to push, which is
why the announcer calls him one of the
"young lions."
The qualifying event is on. There
he goes-red and white shoes with a
blue star on the side, rocking the accelerator. Pete swings out the curves and
skids on a layer of air, whistles by the
grandstand"One-four-seven-point-six-six-two
on the first lap, ladies and gentlemen.
Pete Hamilton, the Young Lion."
When Pete pops out of the car, he
looks as if he's just taken a girl for a ride
over to Florence. Instead, he's already
set the second highest speed for the day
-and there are 23 cars to go.
Pete's greatest concern is not busting up a wall or knocking in a car; he's
balanced high, high and outside:
"What do you think the worst time
in a car is?"

"The worst time? It's when you're
running around on seven cylinders and
only you and your chief mechanic know
it and you're putt-putting around and
everybody in the stands is saying:
'What's wrong with that son-of-a-bitch?'"
Nothing wrong with Pete, Bo, but
Marty is the flip side. Marty Robbins of
Nashville wants to be a race-car driver.
He owns his own car-No. 42.
The night before qualifying, Marty
had entertained all the folks by sitting
with the house band at the Sheraton.
We walked through the door and he
was at the piano chomping through
some chords-"A White Sport Coat
and a Peeeenk Carnation." It was the
'50s. Later, a peroxide blonde and a boy
with a ducktail did the Shag. Marty was
signing autographs and playing a few
bars and signing autographs, and playing a few more bars, and But Marty don't want to sing; he
wants to race. And after the first day's
qualifying when the track is open for
practice laps, Marty takes over.
"Ladies and gentlemen, one of the
nation's leading singers,fromNashville,
Tennessee-Marty Robbins."
Now, a lot of folks have gone to get
a Coca-Cola 'cause the announcer
keeps talking about how Coca-Cola is
the "special specialty here." But some
folks are still around.
Coming off turn one, Marty starts
to fishtail. The crowd is like a conch
shell sound above the engines.
"That's what they come for," the
man in the rescue squad says. "They
want to go home and tell the folks something terrible they saw. Me, I never look
at the race anymore. I know these fellows."
But Marty pulls it out okay and he
churns through a bushel of laps.
"You doing all right?" I ask later.
"Oh yeah! I don't want to win. I just
want to make the race."
The pass to the pits is red on white
and it says: "No women or anyone
under 21 allowed in pits." So Susie Colton has to stand by the fence and figure
it out. Susie and a good friend come
down to every race and like kids who
can't take communion they stand bending into the wire.
Let me tell you something. Susie is
the epitome of the "cam-shaft" groupies.
Now that doesn't mean she's like those
hippie girls or anything. She's a peroxide blonde and has a camera full of the
Wood Brothers car.
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"You come here much?"
"No," I say. "But I've been here
before."
"Well, it can get hold to you."
"I guess."
"One thing's for sure. If you got
any problems, racin'll solve 'em."
What! What was that?
Certainly it would. Do you think
Oral Roberts, Billy Graham or even
Billy Sunday could shove anything into
that camera to come near the blasted
steel and hypertension of the Wood
Brothers' pit crew balancing disaster on
the back of the wrecker?
A lot of these girls haven't learned
that 1971 men like white lipstick, silver
eyeshadow and flat chests bottomed off
by Fifth Avenue tinker-toy legs. The
funny thing about it is that the race boys
don't know it either.
The second day of qualifying picks
positions 13-24. Also, the folks get to
meet Miss Coke-that's the important
thing. But nobody remembers what car
goes where, because there's nothing
duller than being in the middle.
The statistics sheet from the Joe
Weatherly Stock Car Museum states
that the infield will be open for camping
as early as 1 p.m. on Sunday. But the
real story is that the folks begin camping
outside the gate so they can get inside
as early as possible. This procedure allows them to have two Look-ForwardTo's. When they are camped outside in
tents and trucks waiting for the gates to
open, they can look-forward-to being allowed entrance on Sunday. And on
Sunday when the fragmented procession moves to the infield, the folks can
look-forward-to the race on Monday. A
real Keats "Grecian Urn" thing-the
crowds frying chicken, cussing, betting,
fighting, picking their noses and guitars,
swilling moonshine and moonlight, but
most of all going yellow-dog-crazy-in
the wait.
The real men are there. By 3:30 on
Sunday the mile-and-three-eighths oval
is packed with sheets and steel. To walk
around is to feel the spectrum of sense.
Some fellows are cuddling up to
their U-Haul trailers playing poker for
two and three dollars a clip. There is a
great conglomeration of hard male flesh
-the kernels of humanity.
"How 'bout a barbecue leg?" Billy
says. Billy is from Rock Hill and he has
been coming to The Infield since 1964.
Now the boys in the poker game
are giving me the eye. I have been standing there for five minutes without scratching my crotch and that makes me sus-
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pect. Soon they call me over and a fellow
with greenblack glasses and brushedback grey hair asks me for my credentials.
"I don't have any. I've just got this
pass." I point to my number 35 card
which allows entry to the pits.
"Anybody can get those for a dollar," says greyfox.
"1-1 wish I'd known." [Actually,
you could only get the passes through
Barney Wallace, the raceway president.]
"We just wanted to warn you-"
Greyfox trails off.
"A-About what?"
"About the women." He shakes his
head in the direction of some Bo-girls
who are gum-clicking in their lawn
chairs.
"Okay."
"Point is," a greased-out blackhaired refugee-from-wrestling puts
down his cards, "Don't mess with the
women. We don't mind you sitting
around, but this is the first year we've
had 'em down here."
Greyfox elucidates: "See, 'fyew get
out of line you'll get your ass beat."
"But-wait! I'm from South Carolina, I wouldn't do that."
"Sh-lot of son-bitches from South
Carolina," says a red-headed boy who
seems to have no eyes.
"True," I say. "Thanks for warning
me. "
Yes, Bo's can shake awake at any
possibility of violence. Their world is
what Marshall McLuhan and Jacques
Ellul have freaked the academe onaural and tactile. There is no room for
words here. In Bo-land words are untagged dogs running loose.
The snorts of the Bo-bulls are also
indicative of the fact that women in this
province have no will. The warning was
adamantine proof of Bo insecurity. An
intruder into a land of willess women is
frightening-particularly when an interloper doesn't sell tires or heavy equipment.
By 11 o'clock that night Woodstock
lives! Except that the information booth
has the personal touch of 1) being in a
cafeteria 2) calling out the hometown of
the person paged. WAYLAND BURGESS, WAYLAND BURGESS, SPARTANBURG, SOUTH CAROLINA,
PLEASE REPORT TO THE CAFETERIA!
Women are sniffed for as desperately as they were hunted in Daytona
during spring vacation in the early '60sbut since it is still the '50s here, Darlington is really ahead of its time.

By 7 on race day morning the Bo's
are red-eyed, hung-out, flaked-open and
really burned at not being able to find a
cutie. Near 11, the parade that we saw
in Darlington starts again on the track.
And-here's the second runner-up
Betty Goldstine bouncing back as Miss
Falstaff. You can't keep a champion
down. And tell me St. John's High can't
beat out the "Hawaii 5-0" theme on the
asphalt. The rhythm takes over because
too much hard slick steel and iron have
been there for it to be any other way.
The infield at this time is a fair without a midway. You walk forever and
know that the ferris wheel is just ahead.
Then the announcer, Ray Melton,
drives the boys out one by one. Bobby
Allison who has the pole position gets
the lion's share of the roar, because we
luv winners.
On the track the high priest pronounces a blessing. "I'm glad you all
came here and-" It is Sen. J. Strom
Thurmond, who is everywhere in the
state at the same time. Re-election is in
the offing and he is pressing the crowd
with intensity. His voice is like a sun
lamp, bringing heat to one side of the
field then the next. The Senator's 24year-old wife, Nancy, can't make it and
we're all sorry; so Strom is skittish about
having his picture taken with Miss
Southern 500. "Get 'Spot' in here, get
'Spot' in here!" He crows above the
clicks, pointing to the 3-D legend, Darlington's Sen. Mozingo.
The out-of-key "Star Spangled
Banner" breaks the crowd loose again.
"Whoop!" screams Strom limply,
because he knows he's supposed to do
that; but somehow his heart's not in it. It
must get old-even for him.
A prayer follows:
"Oh Lord, we are truly thankful for
competition and athletic skills and let us
not have any undeserved rivalries .... "
But the photographers on the track
and the politicians are going to town,
yakking as fast as the monkeys on the
other side of the fence. Finally, one
state senator says to me, "Hey, let's
keep it down, that fellow's praying."
" .. .in Christ's name amen."
And soon Richard and Charlie and
Bobby are skidding through the air tunnels, winding by the walls, and blasting
into bear grease. Petty falls out of the
top five, but soon lays back behind
those funnelized black glasses and
makes the charge.
"It's perfect," says Don. "Bobby
Allison's Coca-Cola and Mercury and
Mr. Richard is Pepsi and Plymouth
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What more can you want?"
Pow! Petty's into the pits. The
crew shoves the tongue-waggers back
and slaps into the Plymouth. NASCAR
rules forbid more than five men over the
rail at one time, so one man pokes two
water cups by the webbing for the darkglasses to drink, while another washes
the windshield with a 12-foot pole.
Petty's boys have got peace symbols on
the tires and head bands in their hairgas from a giant bottle-no hoses. Tires
off in five seconds and Mr. Richard's
"flat out and belly to the ground" in
twenty-two. He and Bobby get together
in the two-groove track. Richard slides
in behind.
Lap 146: Petty threatens to passnudges, pushes on the curve, barely
misses Bobby's bumper. The crowd
hisses in joy at the almost, but Richard
and Bobby still want to race. Lap 155:
Richard's got his nose in the door. The
Allison pit crew feels the lead in their
temples. Out of the fourth turn Richard
balances on the wire, on the low groove
-he's by him. The Coca-Cola boys feel
the syrup sour, but by Lap 158 Bobby
swings the Holman -Moody punch.
Zonk-out at 160, he's by Richard, but
the Coca-Cola boys are still breathing
hard.
Lap 165: "LADIES AND GENTLEMEN ONE OF THE YOUNG LIONS,
PETE HAMIL TON" is out of the race.
Hamilton is red, flushed and looks as if
he's been dropped in the backfield.
"Overheatin'." Says a pit Bo. "Been
doing it all day." ABC sucks around
that shiney beige suit. The interviewer
moves his mouth, Hamilton moves his.
No one can hear and it really doesn't
matter; for Hamilton represents the explanations of all race drivers. Any good
race fan could substitute anything he
wanted for the unheard words. It's better that way.
What? Wait! What's that? Action
at the Petty area. Pete H. is not licked
yet. Pete is going to take over for somebody. What? Richard! Wait a hot-damn
minute. Petty's boys hold up a sign.
"PETE READY."
"Why is Pete Hamilton driving for
Richard?" I ask a Pepsi-Cola fan.
"Richard's hot I reckon."
Richard jams it in. But won't get
out. Pete shakes his head. His helmet is
on, Bo, and he's ready, but Richard
won't move.
"What happened, Pete?"
"Unnh."
"Why didn't Richard get out?" I ask
the Pepsi-Cola fan.
(Please turn to page 59)
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[f you miss this exc iting European vacation in 1980 you'll
have to wait a decade for another chance, because the world
famous Oberammergau Passion Play is only presented every ten years.
Oberammergau is a small town situated in Germany's beautiful Bavar ian
high lands, known fo r its excellent woodcarving and fi ne art school.
Th e Black Plague of 1632 ravaged Europe, miracu lously stopping short of
tiny Oberammergau. Because they were spared from the Plague, the townspeople vowed to present a play honoring the Passion of Christ, and the
tradition has continued to this day. During the last performances of the
Passion Play in 1970 , half a million visitors came to the tiny vi ll age .
In add it ion to Oberammergau oth er stops o n t h is
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BREADS &ROLLS
eople often think breads are difficult to make: Quick
breads aren't quick enough and yeast breads are a
scary process. But they're all so easy and delicious
when you make them with your own mixes.
Let Quick Mix work wonders on those quick breads
you don't have time to make the old way. Make banana-nut
bread and spice-nut bread the same hour.
Since quick breads are similar to muffins in the proportion of liquid to dry ingredients, be careful not to overbeat
them. Stir the batter briskly about 30 seconds and let your
oven complete the preparation process.
Did you know biscuits are lighter if the gluten in them is
developed a little? You do this by kneading the dough ten to

P

15 times. Your biscuits will rise higher and you'll wish you
had always made them this way.
Hot Roll Mix makes it easier for both the beginner and
the expert cook to create a wonderful variety of homebakd yeast breads and rolls. You will enjoy working with
this dough. It is soft, elastic and easy to handle. The aroma
and fine texture of your baked products will delight everyone-especially you. Begin with homemade white bread,
and promise yourself you'll try every recipe. The hot rolls
come in several shapes you can make all at once. Spread
your fresh hot breads and rolls with honey butter.
Now do you feel like the master of your kitchen?
Good-treat yourself to some big soft pretzels!

Cornmeal Mix
Quick Mix
4 cups all-purpose flour
812 cups all-purpose flour
1 tbs. salt
1 tbs. baking powder
% cup sugar
1 tbs. salt
Y4 cup baking powder
2 tsp. cream of tartar
1 cup vegetable shortening
1 tsp. baking soda
472 cups cornmeal
l Yi cups instant nonfat dry milk
In a large bowl, combine flour, salt, 2Y4 cups vegetable shortening
sugar and baking powder. Stir to blend In a large bowl, sift together all dry inwell. With a pastry blender, cut in short- gredients. Blend well. With pastry blendening until evenly distributed. Add corn- er, cut in shortening until evenly distribmeal and mix well. Put in a large airtight uted. Mixture will resemble cornmeal in
container. Label. Store in a cool, dry texture. Put in a large airtight container.
place. Use within ten to twelve weeks. Label. Store in a cool, dry place. Use
Makes about ten-and-a-half cups.
within 10 to 12 weeks. Makes about 13
cups.
Variation
Use four-and-a-quarter cups all-purWheat Mix
pose flour and four-and-a-quarter cups
6 cups whole-wheat flour
whole-wheat flour instead of eight-and3 cups all-purpose flour
a-half cups all-purpose flour. Increase
l Yi cups instant nonfat dry milk
baking powder to two tablespoons.
1 tbs. salt
1 cup sugar
Yi cup wheat germ
Y4 cup baking powder
Hot Roll Mix
20 cups (5 lbs.) all-purpose flour
2 cups vegetable shortening
In a large bowl, combine whole-wheat 1Y4 cups sugar
flour, all-purpose flour, dry milk, salt, 4 tsp. salt
sugar, wheat germ and baking powder. 1 cup instant nonfat dry milk
Mix well. With a pastry blender, cut in Combine all ingredients in a large bowl.
shortening until evenly distributed. Put Stir together to distribute evenly. Put in
in a large airtight container. Label. a large airtight container. Label. Store
Store in a cool, dry place. Use within in a cool, dry place. Use within six to
ten to 12 weeks. Makes about 14 cups. eight months. Makes about 22 cups.
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Homemade White Bread
2 tbs. active dry yeast
1 cup lukewarm water
2 eggs, beaten
1 cup water
4 tbs. vegetable oil
672 to 7 cups Hot Roll Mix
Butter or margarine
In a large bowl, dissolve yeast in lukewarm water. When yeast starts to bubble, add eggs, water and oil. Blend well.
Add Hot Roll Mix one cup at a time, until dough is stiff. On a lightly floured surface, knead dough five to seven minutes,
until smooth and satiny. Lightly butter
bowl. Put dough in bowl and turn to
butter top. Cover with a damp towel
and let rise in a warm place until doubled
in bulk, about 45 to 60 minutes. Punch
down dough. Let stand ten minutes.
Shape into two loaves. Grease two nineby five-inch loaf pans. Place one loaf of
dough in each pan, seam-side down.
Cover and let rise again until slightly
rounded above top of pan, about 30 to
40 minutes. Preheat oven to 375 degrees F. Bake 45 to 55 minutes, until
deep golden brown. Remove from oven
and brush tops with butter or margarine. Remove from pans and cool on a
wire rack. Makes two loaves. (Variation-Raisin Bread: Add one cup
raisins with Hot Roll Mix. Toast bread,
if desired.)
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Crescent Rolls
1 tbs. active dry yeast
l Yz cups lukewarm water
2 eggs, beaten
Yi cup vegetable oil or melted margarine
5 to 6 cups Hot Roll Mix
2 tbs. butter or margarine, softened
In a large bowl, dissolve yeast in lukewarm water. Blend in eggs and oil or
margarine. Add five cups Hot Roll Mix.
Blend well. Add additional Hot Roll Mix
to make a soft, but not too sticky dough.
Knead about five minutes until dough is
smooth. Lightly butter bowl. Put dough
in bowl and turn to butter top. Cover
dough with a damp towel and let rise in
a warm place until doubled in bulk,
about one hour. Generously grease
baking sheets . Punch down dough.
Divide in half. Let stand ten minutes.
On a lightly floured surface, roll out
each half to a 12-inch circle. Brush each
circle with one tablespoon soft butter or
margarine. Cut each circle into 16 pieshaped wedges. Roll up each wedge
from the wide end. Place point-side
down in a crescent shape on prepared
baking sheets. Cover and let rise again
until doubled in bulk, about 45 to 60
minutes. Preheat oven to 400 degrees F.
Bake 15 to 20 minutes, until golden
brown. Makes about 32 rolls.
Karine's Drop Biscuits
3 cups Quick Mix
% cup milk or water
Preheat oven to 450 degrees F. Grease
a baking sheet. Combine Quick Mix
and milk or water in a medium bowl.
Stir until just blended. Drop dough by
tablespoonsful onto prepared baking
sheet. Bake ten to 12 minutes, until
golden brown. Makes 12 large drop biscuits .

Coffeetime Quick Bread
1 egg, slightly beaten
l Y4 cups water
4 cups Wheat Mix
Preheat oven to 350 degrees F. Grease
a nine- by five-inch loaf pan. combine
egg and water in a large bowl. Stir in
Wheat Mix until moistened. Turn into
prepared pan and bake about 50 minutes, until a toothpick inserted in center
comes out clean. Top of loaf should
crack. Cool pan on a wire rack about
five minutes. Loosen sides of bread with
a knife and turn right-side up on wire
rack. Cool completely before slicing.
Makes one loaf.
Golden Cornbread
l Yz cups Quick Mix
% cup yellow cornmeal
4 tsp. sugar
1 egg, slightly beaten
1 cup milk or water
Honey butter, see below
Honey Butter:
1 cup butter, softened
l Y4 cups honey
1 egg yolk
Preheat oven to 400 degrees F. Butter
an eight-inch square pan. In a medium
l:5owl, combine Quick Mix, cornmeal
and sugar. Mix well. Combine egg and
milk or water in a small bowl. Add half of
egg mixture to dry ingredients. Blend
well. Add remaining egg mixture and
blend well. Spread evenly in prepared
pan. Bake 25 to 30 minutes, until golden
brown . Cut into two-inch squares.
Serve hot with Honey Butter. Makes
eight to ten servings.
Honey Butter:
Combine butter, honey and egg yolk in
a deep bowl. Beat with electric mixer
ten minutes. Store in refrigerator.
Makes about two-and-a-half cups.
(Variations-Blueberry Cornbread:
Add one cup fresh or partially thawed,
drained frozen blueberries to cornbread batter. Stir gently to blend. Cheese
Cornbread: Add two-thirds cup
grated Cheddar cheese and two-thirds
cup drained whole kernel corn to batter
in pan. Stir gently to blend. Cornbread
Muffins: Butter muffin pans. Fill twothirds full with cornbread batter. Bake
15 to 20 minutes, until golden brown.
Makes ten to 12 muffins.)

Indian Fry Bread
Vegetable oil for frying
1 cup Quick Mix
Yz cup flour
Y4 tsp. salt
About 1/3 cup milk or water
In a deep skillet, heat oil to 375 degrees
F. In a medium bowl, combine Quick
Mix, flour and salt. Mix well. Add
enough milk or water to make a soft
dough. On a lightly floured surface,
knead about 12 times. Divide into two
balls. Pat or roll each ball out to onequarter-inch thickness. Cut into six
wedges. Fry in hot oil about two to
Dixie Spoon Bread
three minutes until brown on both sides. 3Yz cups milk
Drain on paper towels. Makes 12 2Yz cups Cornmeal Mix
wedges.
2 eggs, separated
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Preheat oven to 325 degrees F. Lightly
grease a one-and-a-half-quart casserole.
Scald two-and-a-half cups of the milk in
a small saucepan. Gradually add Cornmeal Mix, stirring constantly. Continue
cooking and stirring until mixture reaches consistency of thick mush. Stir in egg
yolks, one at a time. Remove from heat.
Stir in remaining one cup milk. In a glass
bowl, beat egg whites until stiff. Fold into cooked mixture . Put into prepared
casserole . Bake about one hour, until
golden brown. Makes one pan of spoon
bread.
Banana-Nut Bread
2 cups Quick Mix
2/3 cup sugar
Yz tsp. baking soda
2 eggs, well beaten
Yz cup buttermilk
1 cup mashed bananas
1 tbs. lemon juice
Yz tsp. vanilla
Yz cup chopped nuts
Preheat oven to 350 degrees F. Generously grease a nine- by five-inch loaf
pan. Combine Quick Mix, sugar and
baking soda. Mix well. In a small bowl,
combine eggs, buttermilk, bananas,
lemon juice and vanilla. Blend well. Add
banana mixture to dry ingredients. Beat
batter well. Add nuts. Pour into prepared loaf pan. Bake about one hour,
until a toothpick inserted in center
comes out clean. Let stand five minutes
in pan. Remove from pan and cool on a
wire rack. Makes one loaf.
Spice-Nut Bread
3 cups Quick Mix
Yz cup brown sugar, firmly packed
1/ 3 cup granulated sugar
1 tsp. cinnamon, if desired
~ tsp. cloves
~ tsp. nutmeg
% cup chopped nuts
1 egg, slightly beaten
1 cup milk or water
Preheat oven to 350 degrees F. Generously grease a nine- by five-inch loaf
pan. In a large bowl, combine Quick
Mix, brown sugar, granulated sugar,
cinnamon, cloves, nutmeg and nuts
until blended . Combine egg and milk or
water in a small bowl. Add all at once to
dry ingredients. Blend. Pour batter into
prepared pan. Level top of batter with a
spoon. Bake 45 to 50 minutes, until a
toothpick inserted in center comes out
clean. Let stand five to ten minutes in
pan. Remove from pan and cool on a
wire rack. Makes one loaf.
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Hi-Light Onion Bread
2 cups water
1 (1 ~ -oz .) pkg. dry onion soup mix
2 tbs. active dry yeast
2 eggs, beaten
4 tbs. vegetable oil
6Yz to 7 cups Hot Roll Mix
Butter or margarine
Bring water to a boil in a small saucepan.
Add dry soup mix and simmer ten minutes. Pour into a large bowl and cool to
lukewarm. Sprinkle yeast over mixture
and stir to dissolve. Add eggs and oil.
Beat well. Add Hot Roll Mix one cup at

FRANCIS MARION

a time, until dough is stiff. On a lightly
floured surface, knead dough five to
seven minutes, until smooth and satiny.
Lightly butter bowl. Put dough in bowl
and turn to butter top. Cover with a
damp towel and let rise in a warm place
until doubled in bulk, about 45 to 60
minutes. Punch down dough. Let stand
ten minutes. Shape into two loaves.
Grease two nine- by five-inch loaf pans.
Place one loaf of dough in each pan,
seam-side down. Cover and let rise
again until slightly rounded above top of
pan, about 30 to 40 minutes. Preheat

THE SWAMP FOX

di

A Limited Edition Print by D. L. Eklund
IN FULL COLOR

/.

/

Dr. Robert D. Bass, one of the leading authorities on Francis Marion,
has said , " Eklund's painting indicates in depth study of the subject and
faithful reproduction, on canvas, of General Marion during his maneuver from Port's Ferry to White Marsh, when he hid his two field pieces
in the swamp of Little Peedee. "
The original oil painting is owned by the
State of South Carolina and is hanging in the Capitol.
The reproduction
measures 22 x 29
printed with
arduous care
and approved by
the artist for
color fidelity
and accuracy.
A Beautiful
Gift For
Anniversary
Christmas
Birthday
Office
or

Just Because

---------------EKLUND GRAPHICS
P. 0. Box 489
Marion, S. C. 29571

__ Signed and Numbered Prints @ $40 .00
__ Signed only Prints
@ $30.00
Total
Less : 25% discount to Sandlapper magazine
subscribers (with this order form or copy)
Sales Tax, Packing and Shipping Charges

2.50

.... . ... .$ .. .
Enclosed is check for
Name ______ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Street Address
City
State _ __ Zip _ __
If not entirely satisfied with purchase, return print
within 10 days - Full Purchase Price will be refunded.

~---------------J
Special discount to dealers.
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(Variations-Cinnamon Rolls: PreNever-Fail Rolled Biscuits
heat
oven to 400 degrees F. Roll out
3 cups Quick Mix
dough
to a rectangle. Brush with melted
2/ 3 cup milk or water
Prehea t oven to 450 degrees F . butter. Sprinkle with brown sugar and
Combine Quick Mix and milk or water cinnamon. Roll dough like a jelly roll and
in a medium bowl. Blend. Let dough cut into one-half inch slices. Bake ten to
stand five minutes. On a lightly floured 15 minutes. Glaze with mixture of powboard, knead dough about 15 times. dered sugar and a few drops of water.
Roll out to one-half inch thickness. Cut Pizza: Use dough as crust for 12 indiwith a floured biscuit cutter. Place
vidual pizzas or two 12-inch pizzas. Pat
about two inches apart on unbuttered dough to one-eighth-inch thickness.
baking sheet. Bake ten to 12 minutes, Top with tomato sauce, spices, cheese,
until golden brown. Makes 12 large bis- meat and choice of toppings. Meat Pincuits.
wheels: Preheat oven to 450 degrees F.

Roll out dough to a rectangle. Chop
cooked meat and combine with gravy.
Spread over dough. Roll dough like a jelly
roll and cut into one-half-inch slices.
Bake ten to 12 minutes. Serve with
gravy, soup or cheese sauce. Pot Pie:
Use as the top crust of a chicken or
meat pot pie.)

Good-For-You Bread
2 tbs. active dry yeast
1 cup lukewarm water
2 eggs, beaten
1 cup water
4 tbs. vegetable oil
4 tbs. brown sugar
2/ 3 cup wheat germ
6~ to 7 cups Hot Roll Mix
Butter or margarine
In a large bowl, dissolve yeast in lukewarm water . When yeast starts to
bubble , add eggs, water and oil. Blend
well. Add brown sugar and wheat germ.
Blend well. Add Hot Roll Mix one cup at
a time, until dough is stiff. On a lightly
floured surface, knead dough five to
seven minutes, until smooth and satiny.
Lightly butter bowl. Put dough in bowl
and turn to butter top. Cover with a
damp towel and let rise in a warm place
until doubled in bulk, about 45 to 60
minutes. Punch down dough. Let stand
ten minutes. Shape into two loaves.
Grease two nine- by five -inch loaf pans.
Place one loaf of dough in each pan,
seam-side down. Cover and let rise
again until slightly rounded above top of
pan, about 30 to 40 minutes. Preheat
oven to 375 degrees F. Bake 45 to 55
minutes, until deep golden brown .
Remove from oven and brush tops with
butter or margarine. Remove from pans
and cool on a wire rack. Makes two
loaves.

from our fabulous fall suit collection . . .
ernst strauss offers this statement of ultimate chic. black
gabardine pleated skirt is complemented with white tailored
blouse and jacket of cardinal red ultrasuede®. our black fox
fling adds a final touch of glamour.
the piedmont room.-~

charles brown
ltd
somet ing special /or you
________

,__
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shop daily 10 til s:so
1874 east main st., spartanburg, s.c. (803) 585-2206
major credit cards ... and private accounts

Photo and recipes taken from Make A
Mix Cookery, by Karine Eliason ,
Nevada Harward and Madeline
Westover, ($4 .95), published by H.P.
Books, Box 5367, Tucson, Ariz. 85707.
©1978 H.P. Books. All rights reserved.
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Rita L. "Peatsy" Hollings, a native
of Charleston, taught high school for
nine years after studying American and
European history at the College of
Charleston and the University of South
Carolina. A member of the Ladies of the
Senate Red Cross, she has served as
president of the Democratic Wives Forum and as chairman of the Senate Can-

cer Program. Mrs. Hollings also had
been honorary state chairman of the
Kidney Foundation Society of South
Carolina in 1973, and has worked as a
volunteer with the Heart Association
and the American Cancer Society. She
has traveled extensively and spent two
weeks in the People's Republic of
China.

.~

Shrimp Spread with Crackers
Granny's American Fried Chicken
Tomatoes Peggy
Kay's Broccoli Salad
Celery Bread
Apple Crunch

Shrimp Spread
1 can tomato soup
2 3-oz. packages of cream cheese
1Yz tsp. gelatin
Yz cup water

0

Granny's American Fried Chicken
2 3-lb. fryers, cut up
1Yz cups all-purpose flour, unsifted
1Yz tsp. salt
2Yz tsp. thyme leaves
2Yz tsp. paprika
2 eggs
Yz cup milk
2 tbs. lemon juice
cooking oil
Wash chicken, do not dry; combine dry
ingredients. Combine eggs, milk and
lemon juice. Dip chicken in flour mixture, dip in milk mixture, re-dip in flour
mixture. Allow to sit for 30 minutes. If
moist, re-dip in flour mixture.
Cook at 375 degrees F. in frying pan, 25
minutes for dark meat and 20 minutes
for white meat, drain on paper.

0

Tomatoes Peggy
6 firm medium-size tomatoes
1 medium onion
2 cups cheese cracker crumbs, can be
made in food processor or with rolling
pin
1 stick butter
1 can artichoke hearts
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1 cup mayonnaise
Yz cup chopped onion
1 cup chopped celery
2 cans of shrimp 4Yz-oz. size
Vii tsp. salt
Dissolve gelatin in water. Bring soup to
a boil, add cheese and beat until smooth,
add gelatin mixture and cool until slight ly thickened. Drain and mash shrimp.
Add shrimp, onion and celery to soup
and cheese along with salt and mayonnaise. Put in a greased mold and refrigerate. Unmold and serve with crackers.
Saute' chopped onion in butter.
Leave skin on, slice off top of tomato
and remove inside using a grapefruit
knife or spoon, drain tomato shell on a
paper towel saving inside of tomatoes;
add onions to tomato mixture, add the
cheese cracker crumbs mixture to
onions and tomatoes. Place one-fourth
of artichoke in tomato shell and fill with
tomato, onion and crumb mixture.
Place in baking dish, cook uncovered
for 15 minutes at 325 degrees.

Kay's Broccoli Salad
1 3-oz. cream cheese
3 hard cooked eggs grated
% cup mayonnaise
2 tbs. lemon juice
2 tbs. Worcestershire sauce
Yz tsp. Tabasco
1 can beef consomme'
2 packages of gelatin
1 package frozen broccoli, cooked as
directed on package
Soften gelatin in one-half of consomme';
blend cream cheese with one-half of
consomme'. Combine the cream
cheese and gelatin mixture and add the
mayonnaise, lemon juice, eggs, Worcestershire, Tabasco and broccoli.
Place in greased mold, chill until set, unmold and serve with lettuce.

Celery Bread
Yz cup butter

Vii tsp. salt
Vii tsp. paprika
Yz tsp. celery salt
dash cayenne
1 loaf sandwich bread, unsliced
Soften butter, blend in remaining ingredients. Slice all crust off bread, slice
bread making an additional lengthwise
slice almost through the bottom of the
loaf. Spread the mixture on all sides, on
top and in the cuts but not on the bottom. Place on cookie sheet and bake at
350 degrees for 20 minutes. Serve hot.
Apple Crunch
6 cups cut up apples
1 cup flour
1Yz cups sugar
1 tsp. baking powder
1 egg beaten
Vii tsp. salt
1/3 cup butter
cinnamon and nutmeg for topping
Place apples in greased nine-inch baking dish; combine dry ingredients, mix
in egg, sprinkle this mixture evenly over
apples, pour melted butter over this;
sprinkle with cinnamon and nutmeg.
Bake at 350 degrees for 50 to 60 minutes. Serve at room temperature with
ice cream, yogurt or sour cream.
Serves eight.
Mrs. Hollings' dinner menu is
taken from Dinner at My Place, published by the American Cancer Society
of South Carolina. This cookbook may
be purchased for a $3 donation plus 25
cents handling per book by writing the
American Cancer Society, 2442 Devine
St., Columbia, S.C. 29205.
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The Mills House Hotel
"Weekend Away" Package
in Historic Charleston.

A wonderful weekend in nearby Charleston
with accommodations and dining in the elegant
Mills House Hotel. Relax and enjoy as much
or as little as you desire of the area's
many interesting and exciting attractions.

S150 per eouple
Friday 2 pm - Sunday 3 pm
Room with double bed
Breakfast- Saturday & Sunday
Dinner - Saturday
Brunch - Sunday
Sunday night with package - 25% off regular room rate.
"Weekend Away" Package is based on double occupancy and
includes tax. Gratuities arc not included. Advance reservations
& deposit required . Offer good thru Sept. :30,1979.

The Mills House Hotel
Queen & Meeting Sts., Charleston, S.C. - 803/577-2400
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ill Atchley, Clemson University's
new president, is a man to match
his school-a friendly, competent,
and seasoned administrator whose outlook on life has been shaped by his
youthful experiences in athletics, his
considerable professional accomplishments as an engineer and administrator,
and his closeness to the land (he still
owns a farm in his home state of Missouri).
He comes to Clemson from West
Virginia University in Morgantown, W.
Va., where he was dean of engineering
for four years. Before that he spent 18
years on the engineering faculty of the
University of Missouri at Rolla, his undergraduate alma mater. He received
his Ph.D. in 1965 from Texas A&M University.
The Atchleys, Bill and Pat, have
three children: Julie, 21, a student studying special education at Southeast
Missouri University; Pamela, 17, who
plans to enter Clemson this fall; and
David, 13, whose main interests are
sports.
At 47, Atchley has arrived at the
pinnacle of a career in higher education
by a somewhat circuitous route. After
pitching minor league baseball for the
New York Giants organization in 195152, he served two years in the Army
then went back to college, earning his
B.S. degree in civil engineering in 1957.
He immediately began teaching and
working toward a graduate degree.
In an essay he submitted to the
presidential selection committee outlining his qualifications for the job, Atchley wrote: "A university president must
understand the daily business of education. My first 10 years were devoted to
instruction, research and extension. My
years as a teacher developed in me a
sincere dedication to high-quality education and gave me a base for my subsequent 10 years in administration."
As engineering dean at WVU,
Atchley headed the college with the
largest research budget of any unit on
campus including the medical school.
He served as budget officer for an innovative $63-million Personal Rapid Transit System which links the school's two
campuses and the town of Morgantown.

Bill Atchley: University President

B
'
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In addition to his administrative
achievements at WVU, Atchley has
served as a science and technology adviser to three governors and two state
legislatures of West Virginia. He has researched, published and lectured widely on the subjects like the energy crisis
and private enterprise, the future of
technological education, and energy
and water problems in agriculture.
Atchley's philosophy of education
would seem to be a perfect match for a
land-grant university like Clemson with
such a long tradition of public service.
He says higher education "must
address the many problems facing the

United States and the world in energy,
inflation, food shortages, managementlabor relations, water and social problems."
In a nutshell he believes, "A land
grant university is a people's university."
And Bill Atchley is anxious to meet as
many of South Carolina's people as he
can as he visits each region of the state
during his first 12 months in office.

Margaret Pridgen is a writer for Clemson University News Service.
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Robert Cook Edwards: University President

obert Cook Edwards, who retired
recently after 21 years as president
of Clemson University, is a "cando" kind of man. It's that attitude which
helped him steer Clemson through
more than two decades of immense
change.
Edwards came to Clemson first as
a scholarship student after finishing the
tenth grade in his native Fountain In. He
graduated from Clemson in 1933 with a
bachelor's degree in textile engineering
and he entered business. It was not
from academia but from his position as
vice-president and general manager of
Deering-Milliken's Abbeville group that
he came to Clemson A&M College in
1956 as vice-president for development.
It was in that position he first showed
his "can-do" spirit by leading Clemson's
struggle to keep construction of Lake
Hartwell from flooding a significant part
of the Clemson campus and agricultural
research lands.
After the sudden death of Clemson
President Robert F. Poole in 1958, Edwards was named acting president. He
officially assumed the presidential post
less than a year later.
His presidency saw monumental
changes. It was under Edwards' administration that Clemson offered its first
Ph.D. program, in agriculture, in 1958.
In 1964 Clemson College became Clemson University, completing a well planned program of change from military school to small coeducational,
civilian college to full-fledged university.
If the events surrounding Edwards'
tenure at Clemson mirror many of his
achievements, the numbers are equally
impressive:
Edwards conferred 27,563 degrees,
about two-thirds of all diplomas awarded by Clemson. He made a point of personally shaking the hand and presenting
the diploma to each graduate at commencement exercises. (During his tenure Clemson enrollment more than
tripled from 3,540 in 1958 to 11,478 in
1979.)
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Fifty-eight buildings and additions
were completed at Clemson during Edwards' term of office. Investments in
permanent facilities have topped $75
million since 1958 and expansion totaling another $36 million is either planned
or already in progress.
The school's budget increased
from $11.2 million to $94.8 million under
Edwards' leadership.
But to understand what Robert C.
Edwards has meant to Clemson University and South Carolina, one doesn't
need a list of events or figures. The University itself today reflects the diligence,

care and pride of Clemson's "can-do"
eighth president.
Edwards, though, won't take credit
for any of the development, saying, "It's
people who get things done.
"I made a basic fundamental observation in 1956-and that was to make
sure that people have as much information made available which appropriately
relates to what each person's responsibilities are."
Tom Hallman is a writer for the Clemson University News Service.
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In which our heroes prove that all tha t
crackles is not /Confederate money
by Guy Owen
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ow Mordecai Jones, the famous
con artist, and me came to be digging for buried treasure at Black
Creek is a long, involved story. But
being more handy with a guitar than
words, I'll try to keep it short. To start
off, I'd sort of teamed up with the feisty
old chiseler after he stood bail for me at
the Queen City jail. At the time I was
down and out, but still our pardnership
was just temporary-until I could get
launched as a folksinger. That's why we
were working the boondocks of South
Carolina during the tobacco season plying the skin trade , planting stuffed wallets and punchboards or playing three
card monte' and tat, or if push came to
shove, just selling potency pills and
Bibles. The truth is, we tried everything
- but going to work, naturally.
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Then our car laid down and died on
us-and it looked like the grifting dodge
was over. I was about to take my guitar
and hitchhike to Myrtle Beach on my
own, when Mr. Jones won a beat-up old
hearse with some shaved dice in a little
game with a colored undertaker. The
only thing wrong was this: We pretty
quickly discovered the coffin was loaded to the scuppers with jars of corn
whiskey. That so-called mortician wasn't
anything more than a cunning bootlegger who made his living selling Mason
jars full of embalming fluid.
Well, we painted the dismal hearse
a restful blue, replenished our supply of
Bibles, then set out working the little
tobacco market towns. I soon got the
hang of being a shill and worked it as
natural as if I'd been born doing it. What

we'd do, we'd locate widows whose husbands had just passed on, then deliverwith their names in gold lettering-·
fancy Bibles we claimed they'd ordered.
The teary widows would usually clutch
at the expensive gold-leafed Bibles and
cough up the long green. At places we
couldn't palm off a Bible we could usually peddle a jar of the white moon from
out of our casket, so we usually raised a
little cash wherever we stopped.
The only trouble with selling Good
Books in two-bit Pee Dee towns is this:
It gets as boresome as the seven-year
itch, with piles thrown in to boot. Those
little tobacco market burgs in South
Carolina are as hot as the bottom clinkers of Hades in August and there's a lot
of walking and driving if you expect to
do any business-and our disguised
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dead-wagon wasn't air conditioned ought to turn the trick, my boy." He
either. More than that, I didn't exactly seemed perked up all of a sudden.
"Dig for treasure where?" I asked,
relish making money off blubbering
widows who were grasping at any con- puzzled.
"Anywhere that suits your fancy,
solation in their grief-though I noticed
this didn't bother the Flim-Flam man an lad." He waved out the window. We
iota. The truth is, selling anything is just were passing a crossroads store that set
not my line, it's too much like work. Pa opposite an old run-down plantation
always said I wouldn't lift a fork if I was house with a tin roof and scaly columns
working in a pie factory-though that's that looked deserted. "How does that
stretching things a bit.
strike your fancy?"
Anyhow, one day I just slapped the
I took note of a grape arbor in the
steering wheel and says, flat out, "Mr. back and an old well close to the latticed
Jones, this selling Bibles and panther porch. There was even a pole with six
piss is getting old."
martin gourds and sunflowers along the
He didn't crack a smile or bat an rusty garden fence. It was my kind of
eye, Mr. Jones. I guess he'd noticed country, you know, though I wasn't
that I was getting restless. I never even raised in such a fine old house, so I knew
played the guitar between lop-eared I'd feel at home and not be nervous pulling off the caper.
ignorant pigeons anymore.
"Fine and dandy, pardner," I say,
"Is that a fact?" he says. Well, Curley, how'd you like to go digging for bur- "but do me a favor: If there~s much digied treasure, lad?" He allowed we were ging involved, for the love of Mike pick
getting low on Bibles anyhow. He com- out a shady spot."
Mordecai Jones seemed right
menced fishing around in his old black
valise, where he kept all the parapher- happy about the new dodge, rubbing
nalia of the grifting trade: punchboards, his lean hands together and all. We
beveled dice, fake money, canvas mon- pulled off the road when we got to the
ey belts, and so forth. Directly, he fished Lynches River and set up camp under a
out a rusty little chest about a foot mossy water oak.
As we were eating supper, the old
square with a curved top , together with
an ancient-looking wrinkly map. "This chiseler lined out the modus operandi,
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as he called it, though he only sketched
it in. My part was to sort of happen on
the scene after he'd started digging and
later plant an ad he'd had set in a fake
newspaper. He even volunteered to
drive back to that old deserted house
and plant the treasure himself, while I
was cleaning up things.
"How does that suit you, Curley?"
"It suits me to a tee, pardner."
Then I asked, "But what you got in that
mysterious-looking chest anyhow?"
The Flim-Flam Man just snorted
his little laugh. "That's for you to find
out, my boy. I wouldn't want you to get
too bored with this scam. Your mind
might wander and give the whole dodge
away."
"Have it your way. You're the
boss."
After dark I played a few tunes by
the fire while the foxy old grafter sneaked back to Black Creek to plant the
treasure under a mulberry tree across
from the store, setting up the stunt.
Bright and early next morning, a
Saturday, we went into action like a
swarm of bees. "Workers to their places
like horses to their traces," Mr. Jones
cries, which was one of his sayings. He
drove on ahead, after dropping me off a
mile from the crossroads store.
That old pirate Blackbeard is supposed to have traveled this far up the
river, way back before the Civil War,
and there's a legend that he buried
some of his gold around here before he
was killed up on Okracoke Island. I'd
read all about it back in the seventh
grade before I quituated from school.
The old grafter claimed his map was
one that Blackbeard drew himself, and
it looked like the real McCoy too.
Anywhow, when I moseyed up the
highway, with my yellow Gibson slung
over my shoulder, Mordecai Jones had
already dug a hole knee deep, sweating
away. He'd laid aside his pearly Stetson
and white Panama coat and loosened
his shoestring tie. I played like I was
hitchhiking toward the beach, down on
my luck, and , of course, had never laid
eyes on the Flim-Flam Man. He'd already gathered a half-dozen Saturday
loafers from the gallery of the store, not
to mention a passel of bluetick hounds.
The ornery onlookers were enjoying
the scene, too, shouting out uncalledfor remarks and smart-aleck jibes.
When I happened by, like we planned, Mr. Jones let on to hire me to finish
the digging, tossing in a free ride to
Myrtle Beach. We shook hands on it
and pretty quick changed places, with
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me shoveling out the clay dirt and him
consulting his wrinkly map in the shade
of the mulberry tree.
After an hour of digging, with him
spelling me, I was down to my waist and
there must've been a dozen loafers jeering at us from the store porch.
"Hey, you fellers're digging on
down to China, ain't you? I sure hope
you know Chinese."
"If you want us to we'll wire ahead
to the Tiger Lady."
It didn't ruffle Mr. Jones' feathers
any. "Let the bucolics laugh, Curley.
They'll be laughing out of the other side
of their snouts directly."
He'd no sooner got the words out
of his mouth when my shovel struck
something hard, sounding like iron. I let
out a whoop and Mordecai came humping his long legs, the crowd of overalled
loafers not far behind him.
"I think I've hit pay dirt, mister," I
say. It was about time. My blue jeans
and work shirt were covered with sweat
and clay stains.
"You don't mean it," he says, smiling a yard wide. He unfolded his old
map and studied it awhile and allowed it
didn't miss the mark too far. "I expect
it'll be worth every penny I paid for this
map."
Naturally, all this time I was clearing the dirt away until I'd uncovered the
little chest with rusty iron bands. When
I scrabbled it out and handed it to the
Flim-Flam Man, the heavy-set storekeeper says, "I'll be confound. I never
would've believed it." His name was
Purd Ramsey and he'd come out when
he heard me holler.
The others had their eyes bugged
out like a crawfish's, too. The sight of
the little trunk had took all the sass out
of them and they couldn't hardly muster
a word. One snaggle-toothed farmed
scratched his head and says, "Well, I'll
be dogbite. Who'd of thought it?"
"And it right here under your noses
the whole time," I reminded them. You
could've seined the whole gang and not
found a single insult among them.
I saw right off the lock on the chest
was rusted loose, but Mr. Jones never
opened it right off, the way I would have.
That wasn't his style of operating. No,
he wanted to squeeze the last ounce of
drama out of the occasion.
"Let's take it into the store," he
suggests, "out of this broiling sun."
"Do," says the storekeepr, seeing
a chance to do a little extra business.
He was a pudgy slope-shouldered man,
gray-haired and hazel-eyed.
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The whole bunch, a dozen or more,
trooped after the old swindler as he
lugged the chest in the grocery store
and set it on the counter. I noted he never set it far from the cash register.
"This calls for a little celebration,"
Mordecai Jones says, beaming. "Gentlemen, the drinks are on me."
"No, they ain't, mister," Ramsey
says. "This is on the house, boys."
"Yeah, you might call this a coming
out party," I say. I opened up a Dr. Pepper and took a bite out of a moonpie.
Only one or two others fished R.C.
Colas out of the drink box. The crowd
didn't seem too thirsty, their eyes still
fastened on the splintery treasure
chest.
I handed Mordecai a Coke and he
took a swig, bobbing his adam's apple,
then mopping the sweat off his lean face
with his silk handkerchief. "Faith," he
says. "Let this be a lesson to you, gentlemen. This young man and I could've
given up digging for this here treasure
chest. We could've wilted under your
mockery and unkind remarks, packed
up our gear and headed on back to Wilmington." He paused, his pale eyes
skimming the crowd. "But we enver,
and all because we had that one necessary, indispensable ingredient, faith."
"Now you're spreading the gospel,"
snaggle-tooth says.
"Ain't that the iron-clad truth
now."
They were edging in closer, with
the storekeeper behind the counter
looking as curious and anxious as the
rest. I had to stand on a big salt lick to
take it all in. I was interested, too, for I'd
never seen my pardner pull off such a
ring-tailed caper.
"Well, open it up, for Christ's
sake," somebody says, nervous.
With a grand flourish, Mordecai
Jones swung the lid back and things got
so still you couldn't hear anything but a
fly buzzing in a cold drink bottle. I was
close enough to see the trunk was loaded to the scuppers with moldy looking
bills, and I let out another whoop.
"There you are, gentlemen," the
old grafter says, scooping up a generous wad of bills.
That's when Purd Ramsey snorted,
as dry as a chord on a banjo.
Then I saw Mr. Jones' smile flicker
out and his face seemed to fall as flat as
a flounder.
"Great lord of the bluejays!" I blurt.
The bills were all Confederate money!
There were scads of hundred-dollar
bills, but they were marked "State of
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Mississippi" or "Arkansas Treasury
Note," things like that.
Well, I thought the jug-eared storekeeper would bust a gasket laughing
and the others weren't bashful about
joining him neither. You've never seen
such joshing and poking of fun. They
were heaving their shoulders and slapping their thighs , while Mordecai Jones
just looked hacked and speechless,
staring pop-eyed at the cob-webby pile
of worthless money. Grunting, he
snatched up his map again, like it was
somehow to blame .
"Faith," the old storekeeper chortles. "You got to have faith, mister.
Maybe the South will rise up again and
that there money's value will come
back. " Then he added, firm. "Meantime, I'll thank you to pay for this little
coming-out party in regular cash, if you
don't mind." He pointed to a sign that
said no checks would be cashed in his
grocery.
Mr. Jones didn't try to hem and
haw around it. He paid up pronto and
seemed to be getting his old ginger
back.
"Well, you can't win 'em all," he
says. Then he passed around a Confederate bill as a souvenir to the folks and
everybody took a piece of money, studying it right close. Now they weren't
poking fun anymore, seeing the old con
artist was such a good sport about losing a small fortune. Some of them even
offered that they were sorry the treasure hunt had turned out to be such a
bust.
"You fellers deserve something, all
that digging you done."
"Never mind that," I say. "All that
Confederate money's bound to be
worth a little cash. There are folks that
collect it, you know."
The men in the store paused to
ponder that, and I saw Mr. Jones canting his oyster eyes at their sober faces.
Some of the farmers pulled out their
water-soaked Confederate bills and
commenced looking at them pretty
hard.
"By jingoes," one fella says, "I'd like
a few more pieces of that paper. How
much would you charge us, old-timer?"
Now things commenced to get
more lively.
Mordecai Jones set in then and
sold a whole wad of Confederate money
for 50 cents a bill, maybe raking n $10.
Nearly everybody wanted some.
That's when I got the flinty-eyed
storekeeper's attention, motioning him
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back to the cold drink box. "Look," I
say low, "there's more here than meets
the eye ." To prove it, I pulled out the
newspaper and showed him the ad that
Mr. Jones had had printed up. "I don't
guess that old rascal's seen this, do
you?"
Purd Ramsey's hazel eyes widened
and his breath seemed to lock in his
throat. The ad read, "Confederate
Money Wanted. Will Pay $5 .00 Per Bill
Regardless of Face Value."
The greedy storekeeper let out his
breath. "By damn, he's got a genuine
treasure there and don't know it, or I
miss the mark."
While he hurried back up front, I
showed the same ad to the wealthiest
looking farmer in the bunch. "Don't
that beat bob tail!" he exclaims.
Then Mr. Jones took up the chest
and rested it on his hip, still looking a
little blue around the gills. Acting like he
was trying to make the best of a bad
deal, he spoke politely. "Well, I thank
you, gentlemen, for your kind interest.
At least I've made enough gas money to
get back to Wilmington."
He was turning to the door, when
Purd Ramsey spoke up. "Hold it just a
minute, stranger. How much would you
take for the whole kit and kaboodle?"
The old chiseler acted puzzled, setting the chest back on the counter. He
seemed at a loss for words. "Why, I
don't know, sir. You see yourself how
the money's turned out well nigh worthless."
Ramsey just grinned and winked at
me. "I'll give you twenty-five dollars for
the whole box." He allowed he wouldn't
want him to go back to the city flatbusted. "Word might be bad for business in these parts."
Mr. Jones acted like he was about
to accept it, when the wealthy farmer
broke in. "I'll give you fifty dollars."
Now things really got warm. The
storekeeper let pass a few flaring words,
and the farmer said he ought to be
ashamed for trying to cheat Mr. Jones.
"Anybody can see that little chest is an
antique worth maybe fifty dollars by
itself, empty." He said he wanted to buy
it for his wife.
"That's the ticket," somebody suggests. "Why don't you auction it off?"
A wave seemed to sweep through
the crowd.
"Seventy-five dollars," I cry. As I
was sneaking out the door, I looked

the auctioneer. "Seventy-five little dollar, I've got seventy-five. A hundred
over there from Mr. Ramsey. I've got a
hundred, a hundred little dollar. Who'll
make it a hundred fifty?"
As I shut the screen door , the two
competitors were upping the bids, and
getting pretty steamed-up about it
when some others joined in. I slid in the
Gospel Wagon and warmed up the
motor. In less than ten minutes here
came Mordecai Jones , his fists full of
crisp new bills. He slammed the door
and I burned rubber out of Carvers
Creek, making the tires squall.
The Flim-Flam Man was smiling
like a jack-o-lantern, and with good reason too. He'd run the bid up to $500
before knocking the buried treasure
down to Purd Ramsey.
I chuckled. "Well, at least he 's got
himself some Civil War money. He
wasn't cheated out of everything."
But Mr. Jones' face got serious.
"Why, Curley, that wasn't genuine Confederate money. I bought the whole lot
at a hobby shop." Of course, he'd aged
it himself.
I've never been so flabbergasted .
"You mean you hoodwinked that
crowd with a mess of counterfeit Confederate bills?"
Mr. Jones winked. "There's no law
that I know of against selling fake Civil
War money. Besides, I never once said
it was genuine ."
He reached in his valise and handed me a new Confederate bill. "You can
buy a whole packet of them for fifty
cents."
I just shook my head, relieved that
we hadn't broken any law. And I still
have my counterfeit Confederate bill.
It's a hundred dollar note on the State of
Mississippi and it has a picture of some
Negroes picking cotton. It's blank on
one side and not much to look at, but I
keep it as a souvenir of the great treasure hunt at Black Creek.
Guy Owen, a Pulitzer prize nominee in 1970 for his Journey for Joedel,
is author of The Ballad of the FlimFlam Man (which was made into the
movie starring George C. S cott) and
The Flim-Flam Man and the Apprentice
Grifter. Aside from his role as creator
of the Flim-Flam Man character, Owen
for several years edited the Southern
Poetry Review, and teaches English at
N.C. State University. Owen is now at
work on a third collection of FlimFlam Man stories. This is his fourth
Flim -Flam Man story for Sandlapper.
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Kitchefls

erhaps one of the most traditionbound rooms in the home is the
kitchen. For generations it has been
the area associated with the bustle of
preparing meals and the aroma of
cooking food. Somehow, too, more at·
tention has been given to planning efficient and attractive kitchens than has
been given to most other rooms. Maybe
this is as it should be-after all, with
three meals a day, as many as 1,095
meals could be prepared in one year.
The kitchen is often the most ex·
pensive room in the house and is used
constantly, so it must be convenient
and adaptive. A frustrating kitchen
means an irritating day. It should be
comfortable and pleasant to work in
and easy to clean. It should give you a
lift in the morning and not tire you at
night. It should be light, bright, airy and
beautiful. That is a lot for one room to
live up to, but it can be done.
No two persons run a kitchen the
same way. Some people would not
dream of entering the cook's domain.
Some begin their day by cooking break·
fast and don't leave the kitchen all day.
Your kitchen is as personal as your
toothbrush, so you are the person who
should do the initial planning of your
kitchen, because you are going to be
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the one using it. It is not important for
you to draw a finished plan or even a
half.finished plan. But you should work
out on paper a plan that you know will
work well for you. Once this is done,
turn the plan over to a so-called expert
to check and to develop. A kitchen is
made up of a lot of standard compon·
ents that have to be fitted neatly into
place if they are to work properly and
without affecting the operation of the
other components. So, there are many
small planning details that must be con·
sidered.
The first step in planning an improved kitchen is to list the shortcom·
ings of your present one. A typical list
would include such items as insufficient
counter space, inefficient appliances,
awkward layout, inadequate storage
space, dreary decoration, poor lighting,
deficient ventilation. These are a few of
the many complaints people have about
their kitchens, but they are the primary
areas of concern when they are contem·
plating kitchen remodelling. Once you
have made your list, select the one
problem that is the most disturbing,
which will usually be the one that in·
valves the most work. If you can solve
the major problems, the smaller ones
will generally fall into place.

Remember that kitchens may not
be entirely devoted to work. In large
ones the actual kitchen work area may
take up only a part of the room, while
the rest of the space is given up to eating, drinking, watching television, playing games and conversation. The work
area contains the range, refrigerator
and sink, plus cabinets and counters
associated with these three appliances.
Whether the work area is laid out in the
shape of a "U," or an "L" or whether it
has an island or peninsula does not
really matter. Given the proper situa·
tion one plan is as good as another.
After all, you should not design your
kitchen work area in a preconceived
shape or pattern. The plan should derive from a few basic truths about kitchen layout:
0 The work area should be big
enough to provide adequate counter
and storage space and easy movement
for as many people as regularly use the
kitchen at one time, but it should also
be small enough to save steps and make
for easy work.
0 The most convenient work
area results when the range, refriger·
ator and sink are arranged in a triangle
with four and a half feet between each
appliance. If the appliances have to be
Sand/apper
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Renovating Old Homes - Kitchen

arranged in a straight line, the refrigerator must be at either end of the line and
never in the middle.
D The refrigerator should be
close enough to the door through which
groceries are delivered . The range
should be close to the dining room or
whatever eating area is used most
often.
D If possible, there should be a
continuous counter from range to sink
to refrigerator. It greatly simplifies work
and eliminates mess.
D If appliances and cabinets are
arranged in two parallel rows the space
between the rows should be at least 42
inches wide and preferably more. This
space is required so that you can stoop
to look into the appliances and cabinets
or walk by them when they are opened.
D Traffic through the kitchen
work area should be prevented at all
cost because it interferes with kitchen
work and may actually create a hazard.
Either the doors opening into the kitchen should be relocated or the work area
should not be installed deep in a corner
should be placed to the side of the traffic
route.
D A door should not be installed
deep in a corner of a kitchen work area
unless it is the only way to keep traffic
out of the area. In this location it takes
space that might otherwise be devoted
to corners and cabinets. Move the door
at least 25 inches out of the corner so
that a counter can be extended into the
corner. In most kitchens, 36 inches is
the standard height of counter tops.
Standard base cabinets are 36 inches
high, and 24 or 25 inches deep. Wall
cabinets are 12 or 13 inches deep and
are usually hung 18 inches above the
counter.
Proper ventilation is essential to a
modern kitchen. Home management
experts estimate that approximately
200 pounds of moisture, smoke and
greasy vapor are released during a
year's cooking. These lodge in furnishings and eventually cause discoloring
and musty odors. They can leave your
kitchen walls greasy and cause paint to
peel.
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In selecting an exhaust fan or ventilating hood, always use the most powerful model available. Even though a fan
with a smaller capacity may presumably be adequate, it saves very little
money and on those rare occasions
that something is burned, it takes forever to clear the air.
Light in the kitchen should be of
sufficient intensity that you can easily
read the small print on food packages. It
should be evenly distributed so that you
can see into cabinet corners and so that
you do not have to work in your own
shadow. Lighting should help to make
the room a cheerful, pleasant place to
work. In some kitchens that may be
possible to satisfy all these requirements by using carefully placed ceiling
fixtures that do the job with virtually no
additional local lighting fixtures . In most
cases, however, ceiling fixtures would
have to be supplemented by specific
lighting at particular work centers.

Counter lights under the wall cabinets
give an excellent lumination where and
when you need it. They are very slim
and when turned off you do not see
them.
Using light colors for the walls and
ceiling of the kitchen will further brighten the room and decrease the amount
of artificial lighting required.
It is most important to plan the wiring in the kitchen so that it is adequate
to handle all the appliances and lights in
use at any one time. Provide wiring that
permits counter-top appliances such as
coffeemakers, toasters, and blenders to
be plugged into an electrical circuit
which is separate from the major appliance circuits.
Good luck and pleasant renovating.

J . Michael Whatley, president of American Building and Remodeling Co. in
Columbia, is Sandlapper's building/ decorating consultant.
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CRAFT STOVE™BURNER
Manufactured by National Steelcrafters, Inc.
The Best Hand-Crafted Stove Money Can Buy
FOR A SMALL INVESTMENT YOU CAN SAVE80% OR MORE OF YOUR HEATING BILL FROM NOW
ON, YEAR AFTER YEAR.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

EASY INSTALLATION
FIRE-BRICK LINED
CAST DOORS
FORCED AIR SYSTEM
QUALITY CONSTRUCTION
VARIABLE SPEED SWITCH
GLASS FIRESCREEN (optional)

The Craft Stove Burner is designed to
fit in an existing fireplace or free
standing. A double wall , forced air
model, the Craft Stove Burner is offered in four sizes capable of heating
from 1400 to 3000 square feet.
The Craft Stove is a designed heating system to use the oldest, least expensive and most available
fuels in the world, which are wood and coal. The slow efficient burning will utilize up to 80% of the energy
available in a piece of wood, where conventional fireplaces use only about 10%. The Craft Stove
requires only two or three wood fills a day. With a Craft Stove in your home you can save up to 80% of
your energy bill .

.

GUARANTEE The design and craftsmanship of
the Craft Stove Burner with the ingredients of fire
box steel and fire-brick make it possible for National Steelcrafters, Inc. to give the original owner a lifetime guarantee on the material and workmanship.
With over 100 dealers in South Carolina, there is a
Craft Stove dealer near you. WRITE OR CALL:

FIS WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
P.O. BOX 267
FOUNTAIN INN, S.C. 29644
(803) 862-3511

"This is not chamber music in the
traditional sense," music committee
member G.B. Lane, a trombonist himself who is on the USC music faculty,
says of the orchestra. "It's a combination of symphony and the chamber experience. Traditionally chamber music
consisted of as few as two musicians.
More often it is thought of in terms of a
string quartet, quintet or trio," Lane
says. "The conductor's role is usually
that of sole decision-maker for a larger
orchestra."
The South Carolina Chamber Orchestra has more musicians than typical traditional chamber music groups,
but is small enough so that "each musician must be excellent," as Lane says.
The conductor's role in the new orchestra is that of a musician collaborating
with other musicians, not the imposing
figure found in a symphony. The orchestra will have no permanent conductor, and in some instances, will not have
a conductor.
"It's very good for the orchestra to
be exposed to different conductors,
with different approaches and personalities," says concertmaster Frits de
Jonge, who teaches at USC.
"It's good to see a new face each
concert..." The possibility of not having
a conductor would be most likely with
Baroque music, according to de Jonge,
because it tends to be more straightforward than music from the romantic and
classical period.
"Fine musicians love to play in a
chamber orchestra," Celestino says.
"They're not lost in a section. They feel
like they're being heard." Many of the
musicians in the South Carolina Chamber Orchestra "have resumes like
books," he says. "These are people
who have studied music all their lives."
Celestino has learned from experience that "if you get top musicians, you
don't have to spend many weeks rehearsing ... It takes years for a violinist
to be able to play one note well, to produce a certain tone. - You can't practice six weeks to get that." Before each
of its first four concerts, the orchestra
had two three- hour rehearsals and a
one-hour dress rehearsal.
"The chamber orchestra is very
challenging because with a small number of musicians, each one is exposed,"
says violinist Cathy Tutte, an engineering student at USC who also plays with
the Columbia Philharmonic Orchestra
and a string quartet. "For years there's
been a gap between the quartet and the
symphony-sized orchestra. A smaller
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orchestra has been missing-we haven't been able to play this music before."
The chamber orchestra has "its own
place and its own literature," says violinist Eleanor Richardson, who is also a
librarian at South Caroliniana Library.
She enjoys the variety of conductors
because the musicians are constantly
challenged and "can't get complacent."
The chamber orchestra isn't
designed to compete with symphonies
or smaller chamber groups. It is best
suited to a hall where between 200 and
500 people can listen. "This type of
music is so satisfying," Lane says, "because the musicians don't have to make
compromises." The positive response
to the orchestra "speaks well for the
size of the orchestra and its artistry," he
says.
The orchestra plays material that
dates from the early eighteenth to teh
twentieth century. Earlier music is
harder to program for strings. "In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, trumpets and kettle drums were the aristocrats of instruments," Lane says. Strings
were common in dance halls and were
considered inferior. The violin, a product of the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, "hasn't been significantly improved since then," he says, but the
music created for strings was not played
widely until the early seventeenth century. Between then and now, a rich heritage of music for strings has emerged.
"Our conception of the chamber
orchestra centers on strings," Lane
says. "We haven't fully utilized the
winds."
In each concert, the orchestra balances its program with a variety of
baroque, classical and modern pieces.
"There is a ton of literature available for
chamber orchestras," Celestino says.
"There must be five billion baroque concertos written specifically for an orchestra this size; pieces that aren't played by
a symphony because it's too heavy. It
drowns out the individual parts."
Haydn, the father of the symphony,
composed music for an orchestra of
about 20 or 30. Bach, Mozart, Handel
and Copland also wrote works for small
orchestras.
Celestino enjoys playing in large
orchestras but admits that he loves the
chamber orchestra "a tiny bit more."
He sees the large turnout at chamber
orchestra concerts as a good sign for
the arts and describes the audience at
one concert as "an amazing cross-section of people ...
French horn player Robert Pruzin

was overwhelmed at the audience's response to Britten's "Serenade" Opus
31 which was played during the orchestra's second concert. "We got four curtain calls," he says, calling the experience "One of the most rewarding" in his
career. The musicians are pleased to be
getting such a positive reception, since,
as de Jonge says, "there's a lot going on
musically in Columbia," including student and faculty recitals and many
other performances.
"The whole idea" behind the orchestra for Celestino is "to get people to
come out and listen to music.. .It takes
years of practice to be able to play this
kind of music," he says, "but there are
many levels of enjoying music. A musician who learns a complex piece can
find new depths each time he plays it.
But someone who's never heard a violin
before can enjoy it too. It's good stuff.
That's why it's lasted so long."
Celestina's desire to expose
people to good music must come in part
from past uncertainties concerning the
role of music in his own life. At one time
he had doubts about devoting himself
to music, but now he sees the integration of all things, including the arts, as
the best possible way to improve the
world. "If I knew the world were going
to end tomorrow, I'd keep playing
music," he says. "Music is vitally important to the well-being of this planet..."
On concert night, the sea of bluegreen chairs surrounding the orchestra
is gradually filled with that amazing
cross-section of people who have come
to watch and listen. The curly haired
musician runs one hand through his
hair and positions his bass viol. He looks
out at the crowd as the lights slowly
dim, and when he can no longer see the
faces, a hint of a smile remains on his
lips; he is thinking of all the people, or of
Elgar's "Elegy," or of Carnegie Hall. Or
of the dream. A torrent of white light
falls on the players, forcing them into a
new level of consciousness.As Borkowski raises his baton, silcence, anticipation and the total concentration of 25
musicians merge into readiness. The
orchestra begins. This time there is no
stopping, no holding back. The music
soars ... flying.

Paula Manley, a native of the Midwest,
is a student in the University of South
Carolina College of Journalism who
worked as an intern at Sandlapper
during spring.
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Frotn
Charleston
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Colutnbia

More flights, more nonstops to
Atlanta than any other airline. Delta
has nine flights every day to Atlanta. Six
of them nonstops. And many continue
thru to other Delta cities. Round-trip
Super Saver Fares as low as $49.
You've also got the most flight-times
on Delta to New Orleans, Houston, Los
Angeles, Chicago and Boston. Plus eight
more flight-times to New York every day.
And many of Delta's flights from Charleston offer you connections to Wide-Ride'""'
L-1011 TriStars.

More flights to Atlanta than any other
airline. Seven are nonstops-the most
going. Round-trip Super Saver Fares as
low as $41. And only Delta flies you
straight thru via Atlanta to over a dozen
cities. The biggest choice of thru-jets from
Columbia.
The only nonstops to New York.
You've also got the most flight-times
on Delta from Columbia to Dallas/
Ft.Worth, New Orleans, Houston, Los
Angeles and San Francisco.

Delta has more thrifty Night Coaches

One-stop service from Charleston and
Columbia to London and Frankfurt.
Leave any afternoon and make an easy
connection in Atlanta with our Wide-Ride
L-1011 TriStar nonstop to London.
Connect to Delta's Frankfurt TriStar
nonstop from Atlanta four days a week.
See your Travel Agent for full details
on Delta's fares and flight reservations.
In Charleston, call Delta at 577-3230, in
Columbia at 779-4300. Delta and your
Travel Agent accept all major generalpurpose credit cards.~DE:LTA
'"".

from Charleston and Columbia than any
other airline. Fly any night without
restrictions and save 20% off Day Tourist
Fares. Or save even more on round trips
with our Super Saver Fares to any Delta
city in the continental U.S. There are
30-day advance purchase and other qualifications. Seats are limited and subject to
availability.
All schedules and fares subject to change
without notice.
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by Leonard Martin

our idea of "roughing it" might be a
night without color TV. Or it may
be as extensive as leaving the car,
hiking several miles into the back country, there to spend a few days and
nights under the stars, cooking freshcaught fish and marveling at how peaceful primitivism can be. More than likely,
though, camping for most people
means something between those two
extremes.
There are some 20,000 federal,
state-park and privately-owned campsites in South Carolina, in all price
ranges. More than half of them are in
the Myrtle Beach area.
The super-plush campsites overlooking the rolling surf at Myrtle Beach
go for as much as $12 per night, and
then there are unimproved sites near is somewhere in the $4-$10 range, dethe primitive beauty of the wild Chat- pending upon what kind of conventooga River in the mountains available iences the camper wants.
at no charge. The many places along
Myrtle Beach, the state's most
the shoreline of the Palmetto State's popular vacation area, has been nickinland lakes are popular. There are named the "Camping Capital of the
prices to suit every budget-from out- World." This friendly boast isn't necesright free at most federal campgrounds sarily an exaggeration . The 55-mile
to as much as $12 per night for a camp- Grand Strand can back up its promosite at a few privately owned camp- tional claim with well over 10,000
grounds. The average price, statewide, campsites from the 92-site Pebble

Y

Beach Family Campground to the 3,000site Ocean Lakes Family Campground,
and they feature a variety of facilities,
activities and locations . Lakewood
Family Campground features live entertainment on weekends on its 40-foot
outdoor stage; tennis courts are part of
the scene at Pirate land Family Campground. A salt water fishing pier is located between Sherwood Forest Kampground of America and the Ponderosa
Family Campground. Visitors enjoy the
Bingo Parlor at Apache Family Campground; there is a pavilion at Ocean
Lakes Family Campground and an arcade is a favorite at Lake Arrowhead
Family Campground. The heated swimming pool at Myrtle Beach Kampground
of America, pedal boat rides on the
fresh water lake at Myrtle Beach TravL-Park Campground and those oceanfront campsites at Pebble Beach Family
Campground are more reasons to camp
in the Myrtle Beach area.
Sites are also available at nearby
Huntington Beach and Myrtle Beach
state parks. A 720-foot salt water fishing
pier is one of many attractions at Myrtle
Beach State Park. During the summer
months the daily alligator feeding at

"
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Huntington Beach is always a crowdpleaser with visitors.
Advance reservations are accepted at some privately owned campgrounds; reservations are not accepted
at state parks.
Myrtle Beach is an especially attractive vacationing area for many reasons.
In addition tothel0,000-pluscampsites,
there are 28 golf courses, amusement
parks, fishing piers, deep-sea fishing,
seafood restaurants and more than
38,000 accommodations at motels,
hotels and beach cottages and much
more.
Myrtle Beach and the Grand Strand
are by no means the extent of camping
areas in the Palmetto State. Hunting
Island State Park, near Beaufort, is an
entire sea islandStateparkwherecamping is extremely popular. The oceanfront sites at Edisto Beach State Park
on Edisto Island are also very much in
demand.
In South Carolina's 28 state parks,
fees at the inland parks are $5 per day,
per site, throughout the year; at coastal
parks, fees are $5 per night after Labor
Day and prior to Easter and $7 .50 per
night from Easter through Labor Day.
Lakefront camping is also a top attraction in South Carolina. Another
large concentration of facilities is found
around the famous Santee-Cooper
lakes, located astride 1-95 between Columbia and Charleston. The twin Santee-Cooper lakes are famous for their
many varieties of fine freshwater fishing.
The landlocked striped bass are a top
attraction for anglers; the lake's record
is a whopping 55 pounds-quite a catch
in freshwater. The largemouth bass,
panfish, catfish and especially crappie
fishing is also as good as anywhere in
America.
There are a variety of grounds in
the Lake Marion-Lake Moultrie area.
Some sites have very few extras; however, these are mainly used by hardy
fishermen who just also happen to be
campers. The majority of camping areas
offer a wide choice of conveniences.
The latest feature of Rocks Pond Campground, the largest around the lake with
569 sites, is a 350-foot water sliding
board which ends up in Lake Marionto the enjoyment of all. Visitors may
also take advantage of all the resort fa.
cilities at Santee State Park, in addition
to using the 150-site campground, at
this popular Midlands park.
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Almost every activity in the region
revolves around fishing and the lakes.
Most campgrounds offer boat and
motor rental, docking facilities, and
some even have a fishing guide service.
Eight campgrounds, with some 480
individual sites, are located on the
South Carolina side of Clark Hill Lake.
Hickory Knob State Resort Park and
Baker Creek and Hamilton Branch
state parks all have outstanding lakefront camping and make up the Clark
Hill Recreation Complex on the 72,000acre lake. Campers unexpectedly come
upon a Japanese pagoda-style bathhouse-pavilion at Baker Creek State
Park. Nearby Hickory Knob State Resort Park has horseback riding, tennis
and . marina facilities, while Hamilton
Branch has some of the most spacious
campsites anywhere, located on peninsulas jutting out into the lake.

Along the shores of Lake Hartwell
near Anderson in the state's Up Country, marina facilities are available at
Portman Shoals Marina and Campground, while Twin Lakes federal campground features a sandy bathing beach.
The modem bathhouse pavilion at Sadlers Creek State Park is especially popular with summer Visitors. High Falls
and South Cove county parks are located on beautiful Lake Keowee in the
heart of the
mountain region.
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State Park
1. Aiken

2. Andrew Jackson
3. Baker Creek
4. Barnwell
5. Cheraw
6. Chester
7. Colleton
8. Croft

9. Edisto Beach
10. Givhans Ferry

11. Greenwood
12. Hamilton Branch
13. Hickory Knob
14. Hunting Island
15. Huntington Beach
16. Kings Mountain
17. Lee
18. Little Pee Dee
19. Myrtle Beach

"

20. Oconee
21. Paris Mountain

,·<·-SJ_

22. Pleasant Ridge
23. Poinsett
24. Rivers Bridge
25. Sadlers Creek
26. Santee
27. Sesquicentennial
28; Table Rock

August 1979

Location & Telephone
16 mi. E. of Aiken off U.S. 78
649-2857
8 mi. N. of Lancaster on U.S. 521
285-3344
3 mi. S.W. of McCormick on U.S. 378
443-5886
7 mi. N.E. of Barnwell on S.C. 3
284-2212
4 mi. S.W. of Cheraw on U.S. 1
537-2215
3 mi. S.W. of Chester on S.C. 72
385-2680
11 mi. N. of Walterboro on U.S. 15
538-8206
3 mi. S.E. of Spartanburg off S.C. 56
585-1283
50 mi. S.E. of Charleston on S.C. 174
869-2156
16 mi. W. of Summerville on S.C. 61
873-0692
17 mi. E. of Greenwood on S.C. 702
543.3535
15 mi. S. of McCormick off U.S. 221
333-2115
8 mi. S.W. of McCormick on U.S. 378
443-2151
16 mi. E. of Beaufort on U.S. 21
838-2011
3 mi. S. of Murrells Inlet on U.S. 17
237-4440
12 mi. N.W. of York on S.C. 161
222-3209
7 mi. E. ofBishopville offl-20
428-3833
11 mi. S.E. of Dillon off S.C. 57
774-8872
3 mi. S. of Myrtle Beach on U.S. 17
238-5325
12 mi. N.W. of Walhalla on S.C. 107
638-5353
9 mi. N. of Greenville off U.S. 25
244-5565
22 mi. N.W. of Greenville on S.C. 11
836-6589
18 mi. S.W. ofSumter off S.C. 261
494-8177
7 mi. S.W. of Ehrhardt on S.C. 641
267-3675
13 mi. S.W. of Anderson off U.S. 29
226-8950
3 mi. N.W. of Santee off 1-95
854-2167
13 mi. N.E. of Columbia on U.S. 1
788-2706
16 mi. N. of Pickens on S.C. 11
878-9813
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Modern facilities are also offered in
this mountain region at Oconee, Table
Rock, Paris Mountain and Pleasant
Ridge state parks. Square dancing at
Oconee State Park every Friday night
and at Table Rock State Park on Saturday night during the summer months is
popular with campers and all park visitors. Many attractions at Oconee center around the park's modern recreation hall. In the summer, Oconee and
Table Rock state parks also offer dinner, at the restaurants located in these
two parks.
Among the 21 federal campgrounds
throughout the state, some are free and
some cost no more than $3 per night.
Several federal campgrounds are located in the mountain and foothill regions of the state.
Federal grounds like Cherry Hill,
located near Walhalla, offer relatively
primitive camping with few facilities . Interest in such rusticity is growing in popularity in South Carolina.
Stumphouse Tunnel Park, also located near Walhalla, is a 20-unit campground with water and electrical hookups and bath facilities. The park, a project of the Pendleton District Historical
and Recreational Commission, is located
near the pre-Civil War tunnel at Stumphouse Mountain and picturesque lssaqueena Falls of Cherokee Indian legend.

In the northern section of the state
toward Rock Hill, Lake Wylie and the
popular family theme park, Carowinds,
there are also a variety of grounds from
which to choose. Pine Lakes, Little
Mountain and Pine Tree family campgrounds are all located in the Lake WylieCarowinds area. Frog Creek Campground is located only a half mile from
the gate of Carowinds with its many
amusements, rides and entertainment.
For those who like history, there are
camping areas nearby at Kings Mountain State Park (adjacent to Kings
Mountain National Battleground) and
at Andrew Jackson State Park, named
in honor of the nation's seventh President.
It used to be that camping was
something done by Boy Scouts, infantrymen and hoboes. No longer: Like
most other recreational activities, camping has evolved into its own form. And
here in South Carolina, that form is
spectacular.

Leonard Martin is a native of Greenville who journeys the South extensively and writes of his travels.

Enter Charles Towne with Lord Anson
Alan Bowy_er, Royal Oil Institute of Painters,
recreates the Charles Towne Harbour of 1727.

A limited edition museum quality print of 1000:
500 unsigned . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $25 each
500 SIGNED AND NUMBERED BY THE ARTIST .... $75 each
All editions available only while supply lasts. Signed prints accompanied by a Certificate of
Authenticity.
This print has been exhibited in the U.S. Naval Academy, Annapolis and the Patriots Point Naval
Museum, Charleston, South Carolina.
Well-known British maritime artist Alan Bowyer's painting of Captain George Anson entering
Charleston Harbour and passing Patriots Point aboard H.M.S. Scarborough (21" x 29"). Sent to
Charleston in 1726 by the Admiralty to protect trade ships from pirates and convoys to and from
the Bahamas, Lord Anson served two periods of four years in the Carolina station during which
time he established himself as a popular figure in the Port City. A large tract of land that he was
reputed to have won in a game of cards from Thomas Gadsden, the King's Collector, still bears his
name today - Ansonborough.
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Alan Bowyer was born in Wibledon, England,
and studied under his father who was Principal of the Putney School of Art, London. He
continued his studies at Goldsmiths college
of Art in London.
During World War 11, Bowyer served in the
Royal Naval Reserve on the North Atlantic
convoys and saw plenty of enemy action on
the high seas. Following the war, he was elected a member of the Royal Oil Institute of
Painters.
He has exhibited in the Royal Portrait Society,
the Royal Society of Marine Artists, and has
- - - - - - - - - - been accepted by the Royal Academy.
Alan Bowyer has lived by the sea in the West of England since 1949 and
was elected President of the Cornwall Society of Artists in 1970.

Barbecue Time Is Anytime
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producers of South Carolina's and the Southeast's leading seller of
charcoal briquets and hickory chips
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Leaves

(Co ntinued from page 7)

soldiers of the revolutionary arms .. .
(who) ... acquired a right to lands from
the United States, and who have not yet
applied for it." Sometimes, regional
genealogical periodicals contain articles
on regions other than their own and include records which pertain to many
states.
10. Florida Genealogical Society, Inc.
P.O. Box 18624, Tampa, Ra. 33679
Volume XII, 1976, Number 1, has an
article on "Families of the Signers: South
Carolina"
11. Genealogical Reference Builders
"Newsletter" P. 0. Box 249, Post Falls,
Idaho 83854
From Volume X, Number 4, we find
an article called "Revolutionary Pensioners." Page 45 has this record: "Augustine Clayton - S - 12693 ... Augustine Clayton of Warren Co, Ky ...
was a corporal in Capt Gowan' s Co in
the South Carolina line . .. (in) ... 1775
. . . he lived near the Catawba River in
SC, he thinks Chester County ... "
12. Family Pwzlers, weekly from Heritage Papers, Danielsville, Ga. 30633.
Jan. 19, 1978, issue number 535, offers information trade on the Tarrant,

Technical Rock
Climbing
Instruction
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Cobb, Machen and Love families of wish. They offer all genealogical services
South Carolina, and offers for sale micro- and can help you publish that family hisfilm from the following and many more tory. Write for free catalog.
South Carolina record groups: St.
Researching, Writing, and Publishing
Helena Parish Register 1 705-1824, Local History, by Thomas E. Felt, is an
Lexington County Equity Cases; excellent book on that subject, and is
Bethlehem Church, Newberry County; particularly helpful if you intend to pubOrangeburg County loose legal papers. lish a book. Order from : American AsThe South Carolina Magazine of An- sociation for State and Local History,
cestral Research and The South Carolina 1400 8th Ave. South, Nashville, Tenn.
Historical Magazine are, of course, two of 37203.
many, many more fine genealogical
William Perry Johnson has published
periodicals. The point was to convince a number of titles on North Carolina
you that you have not extended your Genealogy including Index To North
genealogical efforts far enough. Often Carolina Wills 1663-1900. For further
the finest information concerning your information, address him at Post Office
ancestors is found in areas far distant Box 1770, Raleigh, N. C. 27602.
Land Grant Maps, from the personal
from their state of residence.
A properly done General Survey (see collection of James A Berry of Union, is
"Leaves" in August, 1975 ), should un- a collection of 24 maps showing plats for
cover several states in which your ances- settlers in parts of Chester, Fairfield,
tors lived. Consulting regional genealog- Greenville, Laurens, Newberry, Sparical periodicals from these areas should tanburg and Union counties in South
prove fruitful.
Carolina. The name of the settler is written within the plat. Order from Union
For Your Information
County Historical Foundation, First FedYe Olde Genealogie Shoppe, 9430 eral Savings & Loan Building, Corner
Vandergriff Rd . , Indianapolis, Ind . Main & Church Sts., Union , S . C .
46239 is a genealogical supply house 29379. $40. An index to the work is sold
which has all the types of charts you separately.
- George Franklin Stout
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YOU'VE READ WHATTHE EXPERTS HAVE SAID ABOUTTHE AUDI 5000.

NOW READ WHATTHEYRE SAYING

ABOUTTHE AUDI 4000
------------a:m------------

For some months now, there have been reports from
the Continent about an exciting new car - "the Audi
5000s scrappy kid brother''._ designed by the same
team of engineers that created the 5000.
In the February issue of Road & Track there appeared
an advance road-test report on this new car, written by R
& Ts "Letter from Europe" columnist (whose credentials
as a driver include the winning of the LeMans 24-hour
classic some years ago).
Here is what this gentleman had to say about the new
Audi 4000-or the Audi 80, as it is called in Europe :

- ---------,am-------".. .a brilliant piece of engineering .. :'

- ------CDD-------"... when I tried the car on the 'colonial' tracks of a rival
manufacturer's proving ground ... there wasn't the
slightest squeak or rattle. The light weight is obtained
by proper stressing of the various components of the
shell and systematical weight saving where it can be
done without hann to comfort, quality and strength.
This is a game at which Ferdinand Piech, who leads the

PORSCHE+AUDI
Nothing Even Comes Close

Audi developmental team, was unbeatable when he designed racing cars from 1965 to 197'.2, and he certainly
hasn't lost his touch:'

- ------am-------"...by far the best car announced in the past year. In
fact it's the best full-size European car under two liters:'
(-March "Letter from Europe" column, Road & Track)

- ------CDD-------Test drive the new Audi 4000, and find out why the
Europeans are so impressed with it. For nearest
Porsche+ Audi dealer, call toll-free: (800) 447-4700. (In
Illinois, (800) 322-4400.) He can also supply you with
information on leasing and overseas delivery.

Available at these fine South Carolina dealers:

Leroy Cannon

Nix

Porsche - Audi Subaru -Alfa-Romeo
2124 Grove Rd.
Greenville, South Carolina

Volkswagen Porsche - Audi & Subaru
3821 West [3eltline C31vd.
Columbia , South Carolina

I

'Suggested retail prices P.O.E. Transp., local taxes and dealer delivery charges
additional. Metallic paint, additional.
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BILL V GRAHAM: A Parable of
American Righteousness, by
Marshal Frady. Little, Brown and
Co., 546 pages, $12.95.

·1,

In a police lineup of evangelists,
Billy Graham would come up pretty
clean; sincere and somewhat naive
when compared to the likes of Billy
James Hargis, the Reverend Ike or Oral
Roberts. In his 1973 book aptly titled
The Preachers, James Morris called
"the High Priest of America's civil religion ... the least colorful and most powerful preacher in the United States"
Garry Wills in the New York Times
Book Review says Graham is "the closest thing to a national pope we shall
ever see." Yet Frady says "he has existed in the general perception largely
as a cliche', a kind of animated manikin."
And one of Frady's sources calls Graham "God's own divine Bumpkin."
The idea for Billy Graham began
when Frady was covering a 1973 crusade in North Carolina during the
Watergate fit. Frady-son of a minister, born in Georgia, graduate of Furman University, staffer for Newsweek,
Harper's, Life and newspapers in
Greenville and Augusta-saw Graham
as a like creature, a descendant of the
Confederacy, washed in the blood of
the Lamb and steamed in the furious
theologies of Fundamentalism, nonetheless leaving Bob Jones College (not
being dismissed, as the rumor goes)
when his personal flamboyance clashed
with the prevailing starkness there, and
finally making his own decision for
Christ on the 18th green of the Florida
Bible Institute golf course: Not a particularly unique story for a Southerner,
but a good enough start. Billy began
collecting the early friends who are still
with him, who are as well known as costars in such long-running and syndicated series as Gunsmoke: Like Miss
Kitty, Doc and Festus, Cliff Barrows,
Grady Wilson, George Beverly Shea
and Jerome Hines have all flickered in
our dens. Then began the succession of
the later luminaries: William Randolph
Hearst, Henry Luce, Lyndon Johnson,
Richard Nixon.
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So-all is set for the parable.
Christ used parables to explain certain
truths, and the conclusions were left to
the audience to make. What possible
situations are we to ponder in Billy G rah am? The Righteous Among the
Mighty? The Life of Niceness and
Avoiding Tragedy? The Pageants of
Television Puritanism? They're all herea book-length parable.
Publisher Hearst, concerned in his
later years with Communism, tells his
reporters, "Puff Graham." Henry Luce,
founder of Time-Li!e who was visiting
Bernard Baruch at Baruch's Hobcaw
Barony in the South Carolina Low
Country, is told by his host to get to
Columbia and hear Graham. After several midnight sessions in Strom Thurmond's Governor's Mansion, the great
media push begins. Those phone calls
from President Lyndon Johnson when
Graham is visiting Washington, Johnson telling him to get out of his hotel and
get to the White House, where he has a
room. That October 1971 Billy Grahan
Day in Charlotte's Ovens Auditorium,
Graham and Richard Nixon sheltered
from the anti-war masses by the aggressions of police and VFW "marshals."
Frady has spent years in his exhumations, concerned not so much with
condemning or praising Graham as he
is with telling Graham's story. This is no
puffery, and where the story pales in
places, Frady is ready with his verbal
guerrilla tactics-many people love to

hear themselves talk; Frady loves to
read himself write, and this is occasionally a stumbling block for the less diligent reader. Frady's style is like heat
lightning, a bright, hot, exorbitant delight. He describes Graham as having
"that look of some blond, gallant, crystal-eyed prince out of a Nordic fairy
tale." Or as a "Lancelot of the Lord," or
even as a. "marceled Tupperware Isaiah." He notes details such as the aftermath of a Washington crusade when
hotels reported an "abrupt anonymous
returning of filched silverware." All of
the documentation comes from newspaper morgue files, 30 volumes on Graham and his work, some 280 magazine
stories since 1949 and a long succession
of interviews. One of those sessions
contributes almost 20 pages to a discourse by vigilante preacher Will Campbell, a remarkable man whose ministry
has served Civil Rights leaders and Ku
Klux Klansmen, who wonders aloud
why no one who really matters can find
anything bad to say about Billy Graham.
And throughout the whole 546
pages of this book, who indeed can find
anything truly bad to say about Graham? Agnostics may assail his vigorous
anti-intellectualism, theologians may
question his emphasis on the less heinous of sins, and Fundamentalists may
be only slightly relieved that despite the
Graham crusades' Wagnerian pageantry Billy is not a high priest of Baal. All
elements of religious persuasions may
be uncomfortable with Graham's personal mingling of religion and politics.
But where. are the sexual imbroglios,
the monetary peccadilloes, the derailed
good intentions? Can it be-can it just
be that there are no clay feet in Graham's wing.tip shoes?
Lacking revelations of kept women, hoarded millions, or grand deviancies, Billy Graham comes off as a pretty
decent guy-the perfect evangelist to
watch after a heavy supper of fried
chicken, biscuits, string beans and iced
tea. He's a family man (when not jetting
about the globe in the exigencies of his
ministry); he's a God-fearing man (even
if he does hope for a golf course in Heaven); he's a hard-working man (the
floppy, penciled pages of his hand-held
Bible show it).
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GEYSER PEAK
PRESENTS

PinotNoir

Blanc

1978 VINTAGE
Pinot Noir Blanc is a dry, white
wine composed of 100% Pinot Noir
grapes from Sonoma County. It's
refreshing, fruity and light in taste
with only a blush of pale salmon
color. The black Pinot Noir grape
skins were separated immediately
from the juice at crushing, and the
delicate hue is the result of using
only this free run juice.
This is a lovely wine to be enjoyed
right now! Serve chilled with any
entree complemented by
white wine .

a

Geyser Peak Winery, Sonoma County CA

GJI~

WALNUT GROVE

PLANTATION

1761

~°PAQ1M:JBUR(; l(:Cin.JJIJT'Y
SOllTH eAJ.~OlLHfA

A fully documented glimpse at the life of
Up·country South Carolina when this section
was the frontier, including the main house,
kitchen, academy, restored gardens, and other
plantation buildings.

DIRECTIONS
9 miles south of intersection 1-26 and 1-85, at
1-26 and U.S. 221.

OPEN
Tues.-Sat ... 11 a.m.-5 p.m., April 1-0ct. 31
Sunday .. ..2-5 p.m. Year Round
Closed Mondays and Holidays
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Billy Graham is an important this last factor which comes across with
book, no matter how you feel about the blinding clarity, and once and for all it
subject. It is, in the author's words, the should put to rest the idea that the slave
result of an effort, "while carefully an- experience "dehumanized" the blacks
swering to the journalistic integrities of who lived through it.
accuracy and equitableness, to write
One gentleman remembered fallabout the entire man and the entire ing in love with a slave woman on anmatter with the deepest possible regis- other plantation. "Dere was sumpin'
ters and sensing." What the book por- 'bout dat gal, dat day I meets her," he
trays is a Nice Guy.
remembered, "dat just 'tracted me to
And, according to Frady, that's the her lak a fly will sail 'round and light on a
way Billy wants it. What Graham has 'lasses pitcher." He courted her for six
strived for is the steady assurance of months, burning up the road between
our basic goodness, a fudge-ripple Can- the two plantations. Whe she indicated
dide-and-Isaiah kind of Christianity interest, he still had "to ask her old folks
which tells us, that although we may be for her befo' she consent.. .everythin'
like unto lost sheep, and although this is had to be regular."
still the best of all possible worlds if only
A woman remembered the huswe're nice to each other and to Go, band she had married in slavery: "He
"there's a better home awaitin', in the was the first one and the best one and
sky, Lord, in the sky."
the last one."
Dina Cunningham tried to explain
Harry Hope, managing editor of to an interviewer why blacks seemed to
Sandlapper, was reared in the South- sing Christian hymns with more fervor
ern Presbyterian Church and is an in- than the whites from whom they learned them: "us does love de Lord just a
formed student of religion.
little bit better, and what's in our mouth
is in our hearts." The highest praise
SLAVERY REMEMBERED: A REC- another lady could give to her former
ORD OF TWENTIETH CENTURY master was to say that he sought reliSLAVE NARRATIVES, by Paul Es- gion "same as any colored person."
cott. The University of North CaroSlavery Remembered has its flaws.
lina Press, 1979. 221 pp. $12.50.
For some reason, Escott insists on tabulating these memories, reducing feelings
Paul Escott's Slavery Remembered and emotions to statistical tables which
is an unusual book dealing with the rarely are as useful 1:o the reader as the
slave experience in the South; it's un- quoted language of the ex-slaves.
usual because it's based on records left
Moreover, he too frequently atby slaves themselves rather than on the tempts to explain missing information,
surviving documents left by slave own- memories he wistfully wishes the exers.
slaves had but didn't, by saying they
The book is based on a large collec- "probably" or "undoubtedly" didn't retion of oral interviews conducted during member for reasons that are important
the depression primarily by WPAwork- to him but extraneous to the history he
ers with elderly black men and women is trying to delineate. Escott's explanawho had been slaves prior to the Civil tions tell me a great deal about him, and
War. Despite all the problems inherent they would be appropriate in an autoin this kind of evidence, a new genera- biography, but not in this slim volume.
tion of historians has turned to these
Nevertheless, Slavery Remember"slave narratives," beginning to use ed is an excellent piece of work, one of
them to change our conception of the the best and most readable of the recent
notion of slavery.
spate of books on slavery in the
From Escott's study a dual picture American South. It should be read by
of slavery emerges: one of its over- anyone who wants to understand our
whelming oppressiveness on a day-to- complex society as it was then, and to
day basis, and the other is of black some degree as it is now.
Americans trying to construct and maintain their own culture within the limits Alan Schaffer is on the f acuity of the
established by the slave masters. It is Clemson University History Department.
Sand/apper

Southern 500

(Continued from page 23)

If you think Women's Lib could
even buy a ticket to this affair, think
again. Perhaps Cindy Outlaw/Miss
Florence gets it down best:
"There's nothing wrong with this;
it's just using what God gave you. Besides, this is different from a regular
beauty contest. They take you out to
see the cars and everything."
Since the girls don't get to go into
the pits, it's only fair on Saturday morning that they co-star with the machines
in the Southern 500 parade. The first
wave of flesh is actually a battalion of
teeny-cutes who are part of the parade
even though they are spectators. Three
cars, close enough to kiss, metal up the
improvised grandstand for the squiggles
of dollgirls.
The girls know everybody. "Hey,
Bobby." "Hey, Polly." "Hey, Jim Tom."
"HEY!"

(Please turn to page 64)

;:,
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Situated among Kershaw County's finest farms, this outstanding home on 73 prime acres offers the ultimate in country
living. Spacious rooms, country kitchen, living room and den
with fireplaces. Guest cottage, workshop, vegetable and flower
gardens, fruit trees and vineyard. Ideal for horses. More
acreage available. Call for an appointment to visit this unique
property. Offered exclusively by Boykin Realty, Inc. Call 2545930 or 432-0531.
_

-

.

,

BOYKIN REALTY, INC.

DeKalb Street and Commerce Alley
Camden. S. C. (803) 432-0531
Columbia, S. C. (803) 254-5930

•
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PATTERSON SCHOOL

happenings
NOTE: Because times, dates and other
considerations may change, it would
be wise to check with sponsoring organizations if you are planning to attend any of these events.

r1ours

August 1-31
LONG CREEK-ChattoogaRiverRafting Adventures. Shoot the famous
rapids on a guided seven-hour raft
trip any day except Monday. All
equipment and lunch are furnished.
Two-week advance reservations are
advised. Contact: Wildwater, Ltd.,
Long Creek 29658. Phone: 647-5336.
Or J.C. Greiner, 400 West Road,
Portsmouth, Va. 23707. Phone: (804)
397-6658.

Boarding Boys
Co-Ed Day
Grades 7-12
Emphasis on basic academic skills nee·
essary for successful college and profes·
sional life.
PATTERSON HAS:
• 8 students to a class!
• Tutoring each afternoon!
• Supervised study halls!
• An advisor for every student!
• 1300 acres in the mountains!
• Sports & Activities, incl. skiing!
• Teachers who CARE!
• Special Disabilities Program for Gifted
Students
Route 5, Box 170-S
Lenoir, N. C. 28645
Telephone 704/758-2374

introducing gucci fragrances and
soaps for men and women . . .
because there can never be too
much elegance in your life!

harles
brown
ltd
daily
somet ing special for you
a1,op
10 1il s,so
874 east main al., sp,artanburg, s .c. (803) S85· 2206
major credit card11 .. . and pri\late accounts

SPRINGDALE SCHOOL
Residential and Day School for Children
With Specific Learning Disabilities
(Problems in Reading or Math).

CHINESE RESTAURANT
The Midlands' newest and
most authentic Oriental restaurant, featuring Cantonese,
Mandarin and Szechuan dishes
prepared by Chinese chefs.
The menu includes foods and
dishes not offered by any
other restaurant in the Midlands. A full beverage offering
is highlighted by exotic drinks.
Bill McDonald, author of Night
Life in the Columbia State-newspaper, says about the
AN-TUNG egg drop soup, "We
had to nod approvingly, The
seasoning and thickness were
superb."
Lunch

Dinner

11:30 to 2:30 5:00 to 10:30
Midnight Buffet 11 :OD to 1:00
until 2:00 Friday and Saturday
829 Knox Abbott Dr. Cayce
796-7136

L_UNCHEONS
MIDNIGHT BUFFETS
- Bank cards welcome - Carry out service available

Springdale School has master
level certified teachers and
residential recreation•camping
oriented program.
Governor James B. Edwards
awarded the Palmetto Citation of
Education Excellence in 1978.
For Further Information Phone or Write:
Richard W. Mears, Ph.D.
Route 1, Box 439
Camden, S.C. 29020
Telephone (803) 432-4754

Festivals
August 4
LITTLE MOUNTAIN-One of South
Carolina's original folk festivals, the
highlights of this event include road
races, a festival parade, ceremonies
and speakings, barbecue and liver
knepps dinners, arts and crafts exhibits, helicopter rides, hikes up the
mountain by way of Reunion Springs,
music for all ages, a gigantic street
dance, beauty pageant and many
other activities. Contact: Little Mountain Reunion Association, P.O. Box
176, Little Mountain, 29075 or Buddy
Johnson at 256-1593 (bus.) or 945.
7900 (home).

ATTN: World Travelers
At Last! A monthly publication for
the frequent globetrotter. Latest news
on customs, currency, laws, air fares,
charters. Columns on cruises, sports,
lodging, tours, shopping, health, solo
travel, dining, art and much more.
Observations by our readers exchanging the good and the bad. We "tell it
like it is." One-year subscription only
$6.55. Your satisfaction is guaranteed.
International Travel News, 2120 28th
St., 67 7 Sacramento, CA 95818.

N~

August 11-12
IYORK-Grape Festival, sponsored by
the York Jaycees. This annual festival features tours of grape vineyards,
grape stomping, mechanical grape
picking, Festival Ball, parade, beauty
pageant, art show, softball toumament and grape products display and
judging. Contact: James M. Allison,
P.O. Box 316, York, 29745. Phone:
684-6077.
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August 24-26
SHELDON-Obatala Festival. The
ruban African Village of Oyotunji
tes Obata1a, the god of creative
energy and the father of the other
gods. The villagers of Oyotunji live in
the primitive manner of their African
ancestors and worship the ancient
African gods tlf the Yoruba religion.
Contact: Chief of Protocol, P.O. Box
51, Oyotunji Village, Sheldon, 29941.
August 31-September I
UNGTON Southern 500 Festiv. The festivities feature the "Miss
them 500" Beauty J!ageant and
the annual Southern 500 Festival
Parade on Saturday. Contact: Darlington Raceway, P.O. Box 500, Darlington, 29532. Phone: 393-4041.
Films

.
August 7-10
!CHARLESTON Gibbes Art Gallery
,- Film: Northwest Indian Art and
Indian Artists of the Southwest. 12
and 4 p.m. Art History Room. Free of
charge.
August 14-17
CHARLESTON-Gibbes Art Gallery
-Film: Cuba: Art And Reuolutionand 4 p.m. Art History Room. Free
August 21-24
CHARLESTON-Gibbes Art Gallery
-Film: The Quest for El Dorado and
Native American Arts. 12 and 4 p.m.
Art History Room. Free of charge.
August 28-31
CHARLESTON-Gibbes Art Gallery
-Film: Orozco Mural-12 and 4
m. Art History Room. Free of
rge.
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REAL LOG HOMES

LUNCH

Comfortably rustic, your real log borne
brings new carefree yeaHound living . Com·
plete precut log packages are 'cut from 8" to
11 " diameter logs. You can build your own
dream, or rely on your contractor. Choose
from 32 models · compact hideaways to full
two story all season homes
Send for free brochure, or enclose $5.00 fo r
complete catalog of model plans and costs

11:30 - 2:00

5:30 TILL

Mon.-Fri.

Mon.-Sat.

$2.95

$3.95

Eddie Pittman, Franchised Dealer
Carolina Log Buildings
Dept. SL P.O. Box 406
Lexington, S. C. 29072

'Re.re a country
inn 3600 feet
closer to Heaven
than the sea.
There is as much--or as little-to do as you would like.
Spectacular mountain scenery.
2300 acres to explore. A private
18-hole, par 71 golf course
with bent grass greens and 8
fast-drying tennis courts.
Skeet & Trap. Stocked lakes.
Swimming. Boating. Archery.
Stables. Hiking & Jogging
Trails. Children's activities.
Come spend a few days or a
few weeks.

High Hampton Inn
& COUntry aUb

TO

TO

$4.95

$12.95

741 SALUDA AVE. {FIVE POINTS)
COLUMBIA, SC PHONE: 799-6303
Banquet and Party Facllltles avallable

51s1crNG'S
Oriental Rug5

A Cbmplere Selection
of Fine Qualiry
Handmade Rugs.
Modern & Antique
~

~

11111r
lfMeetfngs/Conventions:..,;;.il . ,

DINNER

C leaning Restoration
Appraisals

For re servatio ns o r infor m ation , w rite or call
Miss Agnes Crisp , Rese rvations Manager

,. Anytime of year except 6/15 to 10/15 .
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1703McFadden Streer
Columbia 80 3-254-7564
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TIE DEAL MAK1n' MAil says,

Through Mid-October
ROCK HILL-Weekend opening of
Carowinds. The 73-acre theme park
will only be open on Saturdays and
Sundays during the fall. All rides,
shows and attractions (with the exception of the Paladium Amphitheatre) are included in the price of the
admission ticket. Contact: Garr~
Bickett, Mgr., Public Relations and
Publicity, Carowinds, P.O. Box
240516, Charlotte, N.C. 28224.
Phone: 704-588-2600.

_..~=;-~ ~ - ~ I do business
· ' ,... ·. : ·,.· :•:,; ·. >
one way.

YOUR WAY."
DODGE CHALLENGER
2 Door Sport Coupe
Bucket seats, 5 speed manual transmission,
air conditioned, AM-FM radio, Stock #7180.

5

6995 +

Tax

August 5-31
IL TON HEAD ISLAND-Annual
T oadfish Tournament. The South
Carolina Wildlife and Marine Re·
sources Department, along with a
University of South Carolina study
group, join adults and children to participate in this tagging and release
competition with area merchants
sponsoring prizes. Contact: Nancy
Polk, P.O. Box 5553, Hilton Head
Island, 29928. Phone: 785-6861.

WAS $7378.65
OVER 100 CARS & TRUCKS IN STOCK AT DISCOUNT PRICES

see TIE DEAL.MAian~ MAil at ...

AddyDadg@
We never met a deal we couldn't beat
521 Columbia Ave., Lexington
359-2501
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interesting, unusual
•
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1 terns an
>=<K GENEALOGICAL SERVICES>=<><
FOR A RELATIVELY SMALL INVESTMENT, I
can introduce you to your ancestors, no matter
where they lived. George Franklin Stout, _309
S. College Street, Wallace, N.C., 28466 (919) 2852842.

>=<x::><>C><>=<>< BOOKS :xx::><x::><>=<x=x

BOOK INN , Laurensville Lane , Laurens, S.C.
29360. Books of local interest bought and sold.
Available again: Laurens County Sketchbook.
Telephone 803-984-2231, 10 A.M. -1 P.M.

x::xx::x>< RESORT PROPERTY::,ocxx::x

PAWLEYS ISLAND, LITCHFIELD BEACHES,
MURRELLS INLET, AND GARDEN CITY. Large
selection of oceanfront and water oriented houses
and lots. Also plantations and acreage, sales or
rentals. Dunes Realty, Inc., P. 0. Drawer 157,
Pawleys Island, S. C. 29585, phone 803-2374473: or Dunes Realty, Inc., Atlantic Avenue,
Garden City, S. C. 29576, phone 803-651-2116.

ill
!I]

ill

=xx::xx::x><NEEDLEWORKxx::xx::x>=<
FOLLINE'S KNIT AND NEEDLEPOINT
STUDIO offers the most complete selection of
needlework supplies in the Southeast We provide
the needle artist with all the materials necessary for
needlepoint, crewel, cross stitch, knitting, and crocheting. Items of every description can be found in
our Needlepoint Gallery - including:Trame and
handpainted, custom designed orders of your
house, pet, college emblem, professional seal,
church kneelers, and coat of arms: (Please allow
two weeks for delivery on special orders). Graphs,
292 colors of DMC thread, Aida and Hardanger
Cloth in all sizes and colors are available for cross
stitch. Old fashioned netting and yam for placemats is available for those with a nostalgic flair. For
a nominal fee, we provide our customers with a
finishing service by European trained women for
pillows, bell pulls, etc. We also offer free instructions with purchase of materials. Folline' s Knit and
Needlepoint Studio, 2926 Devine Street, Columbia, S. C. 29205, Phone 799-2482. Hours 10-6,
6 days a week

>e><,c:,. '><.::XK::X><.:

POETRY

C:XK::X K=><K::X>c;

POETRY WANTED for publication in contemporary anthology, Submit three poems, SASE,
P.O. Box 912, Irmo, SC 29063.

!I]
II]
!I]
II]
!I]

August 11•12
ALUDA-Tractor Pull. This unique
event in South Carolina offers a new
challenge to farmers, the FFA and
other enthusiasts. Contact: Bull
Whitfield, Saluda Young Farmer
Chapter, lOlPopeSt.,Saluda,29138.
Phone: 445-2293.

!I]
August 18-26
!I] COLUMBIA-WSCQ
Midlands
Tennis Tournament. This ann
!I]
!I]
tournament will be held at Irmo Mi
die School, Irmo High School and
!I]
!I]
Seven Oaks Recreation Center.
tact: Dave Wright, WSCQ Te
!I]
Tournament, P.O. Box 888, W
!I]
Columbia, 29169. Phone: 796!I]
•
!I]
!I]
II]
August 24-26
II]
!I] DARLINGTON-Southern 500 In~
tional Golf T oumey. Top amate
!I]
the Southeast compete in this
cap tournament at the Da •
!I]
!I]
Country Club. Contact: Darli
!I]
Country Club, Cashua Ferry
Darlington, 29532. Phone: 393-

~aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa~
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Southern 500
Rescue squads, the mayor, rescue
squads, the Shriner Potentate, rescue
squads, Miss Jackson Speedway, rescue squads, the Winston Cup Car, rescue squadsAlso we see Teresa Tyus, Miss
Greer; the Wilson High nearly-blackband playing "Born Free;" and those
whoops-almost-ran-over-you-Bo Shriners
on motorcarts. Funnycars, clowncars,
motorcycles-and-a black Shriner on
a mini-bike dressed as a girl.
Other than that, it was just a parade.
And also-Slots 25-40 are filled on
Saturday afternoon and the field of 40 is
made.
On Saturday nigh~ girls actually
enter the holy area, for the Miss Southern 500 beauty contest is held on the
track itself. How liberal can you get,
Bo? Girls swish and pace like cheetahs
at the London Zoo-and everyone is
smiling. The smiles seem to be locked
as if the 26 "queens" had frozen their
gears. Thus, there is no way to escape
the coruscating Revlon lip-gloss
sending shots of light back up into the
grandstand where the Bo's holler and
stomp for their favorite. The Bo's
actually boo the decision-since their
favorite, super-assimilated Betty Goldstine, comes in second runner-up.
See, the Bo's didn't know that
styles have changed. They still wanted a
short power-packed honey with lots of
breasts and shiney legs. In other words,
the Bo's wanted somebody with a
figure.
I reckon. Then-Here comes
Chargin' Charlie blown-out in "that"
Chevrolet-the only one in contention.
Every Chevrolet owner is downfallen
for almost 15 seconds and then Richard
and Bobby capture the glass in their
eyes.
Lap 284: Dead out and dog-tired,
Petty is still less than a lap behind. Also,
in the front-field is Buddy Baker, who
won the last Southern 500 and in May,
the last Rebel 400. Behind Baker's
Dodge is leveled-out Bobby Issac, the
man with asbestos emotions-But
check that car close! Isaac is not behind
the wheel. The Young Lion has battled
back like second runner-up Betty Goldstine- Hamilton is riding high. Too late
now; not even Pete's blond hair can
help. Petty and Allison have it all.
Since making his move, Petty has
yet to fall more than a lap behind. His
crew holds up a sign: "70 LAPS." Pace
car out. Trouble on the other side of the
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track. No leaders hurt. Wham! Petty
digs in on turn one and takes over on
Lap 302. Get it up! Get it up! Bobby
socks in behind, reading the wind. Petty
hangs on, hangs on through the turn. At
Lap 309 Bobby brushes by and tries to
stretch it out. Richard dogs it, socks it,
grabs at it.
The monkeys scream for Richard
to pass and when he does they're for
him. But when Bobby gets the lead
again, they were for him all the time. Go
Richard! Go Bobby! Pace car on the
track again and Petty is in and out. No
time. Caution light gone. Now Buddy's
in the middle. Somehow he's in between.
Lap 315: Richard "Pepsi-Cola's" Buddy
out of the way. He zeroes into the pits
again. Slam! Electric blue washrag on
the face. Air, air somehow through the
water. Allison still stretches out. Fire
from Richard's fender on Lap 321. No
sweat in the sweat. Real Men know that
it's just Mr. Richard letting up, spitting
out a backfire. Only women are excited.
Meanwhile the Coca-Cola boys
are sitting all over the yellow rail. Richard stops again, his gas cap flapping.
The world's fastest pit crew forgot
about the major incidental-and Petty's
gas has sprayed around the track. Stop
puts him over a lap behind for the first
time since the Bobby-duel started.
By Lap 328 the camera crew
moves in front of Allison's pit. Trouble
sign for the Pepsi generation. If the offi.
cial victory photographer moves from
your place to their place, your ice could
melt.
Wait a minute: Now the Union 76
Racestoppers are moving over to Bobby's place. The Union 76 chicks are
both sides of fantasy-one a peroxide
blonde, the other a dyed brunetteboth wearing white vinyl boots and
matching skirts.
Allison takes the cue and brings it
home. Petty can't recover. Too many
amulets are at the Coca-Cola pit now.
In victory lane, at last, the Eucharist is given-a blend of oil and imprint
kisses. Bobby has Miss Southern 500
on one side and the brunette Racestopper on the other. Perhaps she got preference over the blonde because she has
inch-long false eyelashes. Possibly, the
greatest thrill at victory lane for the Bo's
is not seeing Bobby, but seeing Miss
Union 76's black panties. When she
leans over, you can hear the rebel yells
ten miles away in Florence.
However, one traitor to the cause
shouts, "Git off there woman, we want
see Bobby."

Then a gum-clicker challenges, "I
thought you for Petty."
The traitor is furious. "Sheet! I
been for Bobby all the time."
It was the Real Thing. There were
too many Co-Cola pants for it to be
otherwise. However, Richard, as one
believer contends, "got a million dollars.
He be back." Right!
So will another Bobby, a fan who's
mentally retarded and causes cars to
lose by hexing them.
And so will Pal Parker, a photojournalist who has covered so many
races he is now part of the scene. A fixture meant to be covered rather than
cover.
And so will Judy, who's the girlfriend of one of Buddy Baker's pit boys,
who will stand forever at the window of
the cafeteria looking out through lightgreen glasses.
And so will Miss Southern 500 who
changes slightly every year, but is really
the same girl.
Now Bobby, bring that No. 12
down off the victory ramp so we can feel
it and put our children inside the rubber
cage. Bring it on down, and let us give
you a slap and a shake and a pinch on
the face. Whee How! We were with
you, Bobby. Knew you could beat Richard. You were just playing with him.
Right! "He's a piccolo player!" Get on
down. Don't you see. We knew it,
Bobby.
We have all seen some of it and to
see it is to ride. And as Floyd Cramer
trickles through the P.A. we know that
we are not with the ride but it with usSo we move with care.
Careful-gently through the
empty cans.
Last year I saw a man in a wheelchair trying to get to the top of the ramp
over on Grandstand "B." He knew that
if he could get-I said get, I mean get to
the top of that thing just one more time
that he could live for another year.
A year later I see him across the
track. His head is bent to one side, but
his STP cap is on straight.
Senior Editor Franklin Ashley teaches at
the University of South Carolina College
of General Studies. He has written for
Harper's, New Times, Sport, People and
Paris Review. He's family.

Sand lapper

'G randfather Golf and Country Club is a private resort club a~d residential
community with most of its members from the Carolinas. It has been developed in a strict harmony with nature and under a commitment to excellence which insures its place as one of the finest private membership properties to be found anywhere.
-

Located at the base of Grandfather Mountain, and within easy driving distance from just about anywhere in the Carolinas, Grandfather is a pleasant
and convenient alternative to the stifling heat of the flatlands.
If you seek the assurance of a quality second home in a beautiful natural
setting, consider becoming a part of the Grandfather Community. (Contact us
at G. F. Co. , Box 208L, Linville, North Carolina 28646, for additional information.)
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